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Kostka to be ?Quiet Dorm?;
Residents Complain to RAB
By Jim Green

The Resident Advisory Board (RAB) held

not knowing what the function of the RAB is.
The function of the RAB is to provide a

a meeting to discuss their decision to make means of communication between students
Kostka dormitory a "quiet dorm" next year. and housing. Few students are aware of the
Beside the RAB, disgruntled Kostka
RAB despite the fact that elected represenresidents, Kevin Duffy, director of housing tatives live in each dorm.
and Mary Long, director of placement,
Bob Sargeant. chairman of the RAB last
year, suggested that an in depth survey be
presented their views.
Chairman of the RAB, Justin Adinolfi, taken in order to determine whether students
spoke for the RAB. He explained thatKostka are interested in having a quiet dorm. The
was selected because it was the only upper RAB approved this proposal and a
campus dorm without any programmed purquestionairewill be distributed to all resident
pose. Fenwick is used by the Black Talent students this week.
The proposal for the quiet dorm is the first
Program, Fitzpatrick will eventually be used
in a coed floor experiment, Gonzaga is a in a series of innovations in an attempt to
men's dorm, Cheverus is a woman's dorm, provide more diverse housing arrangements
and CLX is too large to be used as a quiet on Upper Campus. Another is the proposed
dorm.
coed floor experiment designated for FitzKevin Duffy said that the purpose of the patrick. This plan would have men and
quiet dorm wouldbe to provide thosestudents women live on the same floor rather than havwho chose to live in it with "a general climate ing men on one floor and women on another.
conducive to serious study, nonracous relaxaThe RAB also discussed a program for
tion respectful of the rights of others and Shaw House, which according to Professor Al
regular sleep."
Folkhard director of the A&S honors
Kostka students, including RA Mike program, would provide an "integration of
Cauley and RAB representative Pete cultural and academic environments with
Markell, presented Kostka's case. They felt resident life." Folkhard plan would have 15
that Kostka would not be ideal as a quiet A&S honors Program Students live in Shaw
dorm because of its geographical location, House and present "a series of colloquia durwhich according to Cauley, "is right in the ing the year." The RAB approved the
middle of everything."
program but did not limit it to Honors
The students argued that they had program students. O'Connell has a similar
squatters' rights and were unfairly being setup currently.
Mary Long discussed the Housing lottery
forced to leave.
The most subtantive argument was which will begin April I. Long said that
presented by Pete Markell. He stated that cheating in the lottery was a major problem
very few people knew of the RAB's intentions and she recommended that the RAB
and that RAB members should have found authorize a $25 fine for any students who
out how students in their dormsfelt about the enters the lottery but "withdraws from their
issue. Markell said, "More research must be assigned apartments for reasons other than
donebefore decisions are made." Markell imacademic withdrawal."The RAB voted to inplied that the RAB had no idea how receptive crease the fine to $50.
students would be toward the quiet dorm
The lottery schedule will be as follows:
issue but proceded anyway.
A questionaire drawn up by Markell was all squatter's
distributed in the resident student dining hall all 4 person units
Monday evening. Over 750 people filled out all six person units
the questionaire and 63.1 percent admitted lottery for all 2-3 person units
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Residents of Kostka and other upper campus dorms gathered Thursday night to express
concern over a proposal to make Kostka a quiet dorm.

Analysis

UAS

By Christine

to Consider Tenure Changes
Bresnahan

No one has come up with the ideal system
yet. When an issue covers as many controversial areas as the issue of tenure does, it is difficult to even try to change the process in any
way. Who wants to be accused of limiting
academic freedom with one solution, or encouraging static, unexciting.teaching with
another?
Yet anyone who doubts that there is dissatisfaction with the present tenure system,
especially on the part of undergraduates
might try just mentioning Charlie Serns to a
Poli-Sci major.
It is not surprising, in view of the controversies, to find that the report of the UAS
Action Committee to Study Tenure
recommends no truly radical departures from
the present policies. Yet the eight proposals
do, in the words of Dean Mary Griffin, a
member of the Action Committee, ". .raise
a number of important issues. .(and perhaps
most significantly) enhance the awareness of
the importance of good teaching as a
criterion" for tenure and promotions
decisions.
The most controversial of the proposals,
and the one deserving the attention and sup-

port of students, is the recommendation that
students have a voice on the tenure committees. This proposal has a great potential

for enhancing the credibility of the
promotions process in the eyes of students,
and assuring student input into promotions
decisions. It is the proposal which is expected
to create the most dissention in the University
Academic Senate.
All the proposals deserve the attention of
students and faculty. Following, is an analysis
of each recommendation made by the committee.
The first of the report's eight recommendations is intended to insure continuity in the
membership of promotions committees. The
Action Committee proposes that membership
on a promotions committee be elected for a
two year term. This proposal is straightforward: in a given year half the committee
would be starting the first year of this two
year term, while the other halfwould be in the
last year. It is to the advantage of the reviewing committee, just in terms ofefficiency, to
have a clear knowledge of the previous year's
decisions.
Secondly, the report proposes that the
professional schools of the University set up a
Professional School's Promotions Committee
to provide a second level review, similarto the
review which the College of Arts and Sciences
has now of departmental actions. Normally
each of the Professional Schools would make
a separate report on tenure decisions to the
cant increases in volume in an already close the Mill St. entrance to Newton, a President. The proposed change would
aggravated area could be "disastrous."
tributary to Centre Street that "alreadyslows provide a more generalized and objective
Siegel feels there is a need for a "traffic things down." BC has not agreed as of yet, inoverview for the Schools of tenure decisions
analysis" in order to reach a final solution. dicates Siegel, "BC always wanted to keep it
and needs.
as
"There is no traffic pattern
of yet at the open for emergency vehicles at least."
Recommendation four states that the,
Newton Campus." said Siegel. "Cars can
The response given by BC to the NNA's
"University ordinarily should not employ
as
presently come and go
they please." He concerns has left the Association "pleased." quotas
in determining eligibility for tenure."
suggests that BC could work out one entire According to Siegel. "As a result of our The issue here is little
a
more complicated.
(continued
9)
currently
circle sweep traffic flow as
exists at
on page
Statistics were presented to the committee
Brandeis. He also pointed out the need to
which indicated that the turn over and retirement rates in most departments would likely
keep the department from becoming static,
and too fully tenured. The set up of ratios it
was felt, might stop a department from tenuring a really excellent person simply because of
a lack of space. The proposal includes a
recommendation for "the development of an
effective carl;, retirement policy by the
(continued on page 4)
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NNA ?Guardedly Optimistic? on Law School Move
By Patrick Thornton

The final proposals offered by BC for the
Newton College campus have been greeted
with "guarded optimism" by the Newton
Neighborhood Association. Richard Siegel,
President of the NNA, summed up the
Association's attitude as follows: "It would
be nice to keep thecampus as it is (at the present population of 750). However, we
recognize the reality that expansion is inevitable. This kept in mind, the Law School
and self-contained undergraduate program is
the best we could have hoped for."
The "guarded optimism" attitude of the
NNA is due to the many undecided issues
having long term effects on the Newton
neighborhood. "Our prime concern," states
Siegel, "are the most obvious and physical external effects on Newton, namely the effects
of parking and traffic." With respect to parking, Siegel indicated that "the population estimatefor cars when BC takes over is between
600-800; at present the population is 300. BC
is going to have to build (additional parking
lots) or allow a traffic overflow (on to Newton
City Streets) to develop. The NNA does not
want cars all over the streets, or "no parking"
signs all over the neighborhood (pointing out
that such signs would inhibit Newton
residents from parking in the street also).
The traffic concern arises from a NNA fear
that the traffic volume on Centre Street
"could become at a level like Beacon Street."
Siegel pointed out that "Centre Street is more
winding and hilly than Beacon", and signifi-
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21 si, and 22nd. Tickets are free and
abailable at the Loeb Box Office.
The Philosophy Dept is sponsoring a
coffee hour for pre-registration advice. Faculty members will be
available to discuss the various
courses offered by the Dept.,
Campion TV Studio at I:3opm
McGuinn 3rd floor, 3pm. All inWednesday, March 19
vited to attend.
Thursday, March 20
Sociology Dept. Colloquium. 3pm,
Murray Conference Room.
Bellarmine Law Academy, 3pm,
History Dept. films Intervention in Murray Conference room.
Russia, World Turned Upside Down,
UGBC Food Committee meeting,
and Stalin vs. Trotsky 4 and 7pm, 3:3opm, McElroy 114
McGuinn Aud
English Dept. presents Little Foxes Peter Allegra presents Dracula: the
Vampire Play.O'Connell
7pm, Murray Conference Room
Romance Language Dpet presents Yoga with Steffi Shapiro, 7pm,
Nazarin 7:30 & 9:3opm, Higgins Campion Faculty Lounge
304
Pulse Film Hospital 7pm, Fulton
Commuters Committee Social for
Peace and War film Who
412.
Old and New Members 7:3opm, Speaks for Marx and Uniting the
Murray House
Nations7:3opm, Higgins 304
Homophile meeting, Bpm, McGuinn
International Festival Italian Day
117.
International Festival: Film Food fun, festivities, movie Divorce
Festival. Black Orpheus, Seven Italian Style, Eagles Nest, Bpm
Samurai, Crime and Punishment, The Mathematics Department will
Potemkin, and Nazarin will be hold a Caucus Night in the Murray
shown at various times on campus. Conference room at 7:30. Guest
Check bulletin board for more in- speakers will discuss career options
formation.
for Math majors.
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge. Informal The Pulse Program is sponsoring a
Seminar on the Philosophy of showing of the film Hospital
Modern Science sponsored by directed and produced by Frederick
Undergraduate Philosophy Caucus, Wiseman. The film can be viewed
Rein Uritam of the Physics Dpet. free of charge at 7pm in Fulton 412.
and Patrick Byrne of the Philosophy "If Wisman's films assault anything
Caucus will speak. Wine andcheese. (and they do), it is the appalling inThe Dept. of Sociology and the ertia that dwells in institutions that
Pistol Club of Newton Shore Com- are not built to deat with people as
munity College present a debate on individuals." The Boston Globe.
gun control between the honorable The Honors Program of Arts and
John J. Buckley, Sheriff of Sciences will sponsor a lectuer by
Middlesex County v. Mr. J. Warren Prof. Paul Davidovits of the
Cassidy, Chairman of GOAL (Gun Chemistry Dept. Physics in Biology
Owners Action League), DevlinooB, and Medicine. Introduction by Dr.
Walter Fimian. 4pm, McGuinn 121
3pm
The Women's Resource Center is Is it the Lord? A filmstrip on the
holding a Staffing Workshop from sacred shroud (with an imprint of
7-9pm in the Center. The workshop Christ's face on it) which is believed
is open to all who have staffed, are to be the cloth which Jesus' body
staffing, wish .to staff. The was wrapped in for the three days
emphasis will be on helping skills between his death and resurrection.
and Center information.
All are welcome. Free!!! Presented
Fulton Debating Society sponsors by the Apostles of Adoration,
a debate on whether US should con- 4:3opm in Fulton 200
tinue its military intervention abroad Friday, March 21
in Cambodia, Philippines, etc. Minority Student Nurses of BC are
Fulton 412, at 3pm
having a party in Fenwick Dorm.
The LOEB Experimental Theatre Donation SOcents.
presents Orpheus by Jean Cocteau, Mendel Club March general meeting
at the Experimental Theatre in the in Higgins 307. followed by a wine
Loeb. in Cambridge, March 120th, and cheese social. Membership

NEWBRIEFS
Monday, March 17
4pm, McGuinn 3rd floor lounge Undergraduate Philosophy Caucus
Meeting. All interested Freshmen,
Sophomores and Juniors should attend to discuss plans for next year's

caucus.

The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be
on the 3rd floor of McElroy in the
Resident Student Lounge from
March 17 -20 between the hous of
10am to 3:45pm each day. Please
donate.

Tuesday, March 18
International Festival 11:30am in
McElroy Lobby, International
Dinner, Bpm, Rathskellar.
History Dept. films Intervention in
Russia, World Turned Upside Down
and Stalin vs. Trotsky, 4&7pm,
McGuinn Aud.
Pulse meeting 4:3opm, McElroy 114
Campus Crusade for Christ,7pm,
Carney 3, 7,9, 106.
Environmental Center Seminar,
Bpm, Murray Conference Room
All Pre-Law Students are invited to
an open forum on Pre-Law and Law
related careers to be held on Tues,
March 18 from 4pm to spm in
Devlin 008. Juniors interested in
Law School are strongly urged to
attend this meeting.
Mass PIRG briefing for those interested in surveying for Sex
Discrimination violations. Tues
7pm, Mass PIRG Office, 120
Boylston St.
March 18, 19, 20, 9-12am and 12pm, McGuinn 435 Registration for
10 sessions College Reading Lab
Course in speed and comprehension
- no fee for BC students 2 required
workbooks, dates of workshop April I 2-25, 1975, Mond, Wed., and

,

,

Fri., 2-3pm.
March 18 Fil, Dangers of Nuclear

Power. Questions and answers with
Jon Souweine, Mass PIRG staff attorney, open to public: Careny 105,
For more information stop by
PIRG Office, McElroy 118.
Mr. Bob Ferrante, News Director of
WGBH-TV will speak at TV News
and Public Affairs course at the

.

Boston College

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
SEMINAR

"Changing Conditions In The Securities
ON
AT

?

?

Markets"

Tuesday, April 1
The Barry Science Auditorium, Newton College Campus
B:3oam

Registration

8:45-9:ooam
9:15-9:45am

Welcome by Dean Albert J. Kelley, BC School of Management
Keynote Speech
Mr. Frank Parrish - VP, Fiedelity Management Research

10:00-10:30am
I0:45noon

Coffee Break
Panel Discussion, 'Today's Market'
1. James Dowd - President. Boston Stock Exchange
2. James Maguire Henderson Bros.. Inc. (NYSE firm)
3. John Spooner VP, Shearson Hayden Stone
4. Donald Weeden - Chairman, Weeden & Co.
Luncheon
Principal speaker - Mr. James Needham. Chairman, New York
Stock Exchange
Panel Discussion, 'Tomorrow's Market'
1. Sheldon Rappaport Associate Director, Division of Market
Regulation, SEC
2. Harvey Rowen, Counsel, Sub-committee on ConsumerProteclion
and Finance, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, US

--

l2:30-2:00pm
2:15-3:45pm

s

-

Congress

4:15-5:45pm

For Ticket
Information:

3. Dr. H. Michael Mann, Professor of Economics. Boston College
Refreshments

?CALL 969-0100, ext. 2463, Fulton Hall, Rm 310
or ext 2274, Fu,ton Ha|| < Room 205

-

cards will be abailable. The important upcoming general elections will
be discussed. Members whose attendance has not been recorded at
other meetings and who miss this
one will not be in good standing and
hence may not vote.
Spanish Nite, Bpm, Dinner & Dancing, Eagles Nest.
Film Board presents Viva Max,
6&9pm, McGuinn Aud.
Peter Allegra presents Dracula: the
Vampire Play, 6pm, O'Connell

served.
Pre-Med & Pre-Dental Students: If
you have a minimum science
average of 80% and area junior with
a cum gpa of 3.171, or a sophomore
with a minumum cum gpa of 3.2,
you are eligible to become a
member of AED, the premedical/dental national honoi
society. Leave your name in the
Biology Dept office, Higgins 321.
The honor society will be a valuable
adjunct to your professional school
application.
Saturday, March 22
Indian Arts and Crafts Fair Crafts
Peter AlLegra presents Dracula: The of American Indians jewelry,
blankets, 10am 6pm, Murray
Vampire Play, 6pm, O'Connell
International Festival, Protuguese House
Day, dinner, dancing, and entertain- The Mendel Club wishes to announce that general elections for
ment, 7pm, Eagles Nest.
Gold Key Award Banquet, Bpm, president, vice-president, secretary
and treasurer will be conducted on
Resident Student Dining Room
Jewsih Student Alliance Passover return from Easter Break.
Seder.Tickets ares2.so in McElroy Nominations will be accepted
111, seating is limited, no tickets through Wed. March 26 by the
Mendel Club Elections Committee
sold at the door.
Film Board presents Viva Max, 6 & through Box P27 in the Biology
Dept, Higgins Hall.
9 pm, McGuinn Aud.
The Faculty-Student Orientation
Sunday, March 23
Committee is holding a Rathskellar
Scuba Club meeting, 3:3opm, Social, Wed. April 9th from 4Murray Conference Room.
Jewish Student Alliance Passover -6:3opm, to stimulate a greater unrapport. If you're an
Seder.Tickets ares2.so in McElroy iversity
itnerested students please sign up at
111, seating is limited, no tickets
the McElroy Ticket Booth by March
sold at the door.
25th.
JSA Sader, 3:3opm,
Pre-Law Students planning to take
Faculty Dining Room
the LSAT in April, there will be a
O'Connell films, Beach Blanket practical review course, April 8, 9,
Bingo, and Duck Soup, O'Connell
and 10 at 6:30 to 8:30 at Devlin 008
and at Fulton 412 on the 10th.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
There will be a $3 charge. RegistraReed and Barton announces their tion will be in the A&S and SOM
annual Silver Opinion Competition Counseling Offices from.March 25which will run only until March 31. April 4th. The course will be limited
All undergraduates are encouraged to 100 participants.
to complete the entry blanks which School of Education Dinner Dance:
are being distributed on campus. Sponsored by the Education Senate,
Prizes include a $1000 cash award to be held April 11 in Alumni Hall.
and several $lOOO's worth of Cocktails from 6:30-7:30, Dinner at
merchandise awards. For more in- 7:30, Dancing till 12. Tickets are
formation about the contest or for $7 each, $14 per couple. Tickets go
an entrance form contact Kathy on sale from April I till 8 in Campion Foyer from 11-2. SemiHyer. Hillside A62.
The deadline for receipt in Chicago Formal attire required.
of the Dental Admission Test is The following is a list of the films
March 31: the deadlinefor receipt in the program for the Study of Peace
lowa City of the application for the and War will be showing over the
Medical College Admission Test is semester. They are open to the
April 7. Both applications must in- public, admission free. All of the
clude a 2" by 2" recent photograph. films will be shown in Higgins 304
Application forms are available in at 7:3opm.
the Office of the Premedical Ad- March 20: Uniting the Nations Who
Speak for Man.
visor, Gasson 007.
Small
Claims Court Referrral Ser1975-76 Financial Aid Applications
vice.
Landlords
and other ripoffs up
were due on March 1 and will now
be accepted only on a late basis. to $400 can be taken to Small
Notarized copies of 1974 federal tax Claims court without a lawyer. We
also need students to be advisors.
returns are due >>n April 30th.
1975-76 Basic Opportunity Grant Training will be provided. Mass
Applications are now available in PIRG McElroy 118, M-F, 11-2,
the Financial Aid Office and may be x713.
considering enrolling in
picked up by an interested un- Students
Organic Chemistry (232-233) for the
dergraudate student in the Class of
academic year 1975-76 are advised
77. 78, or 79. All students in these
to consult the Chemistry Dept.
three classes who are applying for
any type of federal aid (National bulletin for information concerning
Direct Student Loan, College new registration policy.
Work-Study, (Supplemental) BC Sailing Club general meeting for
Educational Opportunity Grant, learn to sail program and racing
Nursing Scholarship and Nursing team. Tues, March 18, McElroy
Loan) for 1975-76 are required to 114,3pm.
apply for a Basic Opportunity The Department of Speech ComGrant also. The Student Eligibility munication and Theatre will conduct
Report (SER) which the govern- the annual Leonard Persuasive
ment sends to the student after the Speaking Contest on Monday,
application is processed must be April 14 in McGuinn sth floor
returned in all cases to the Financial lounge from 7:30 until 10pm. This
Aid Office by June 1, 1975 or no contest, which is endowed from the
other federal aid will be processed. estate of Fr. John Leonard,, is open
Summer Work Study Students in- to all undergraduatestudents at BC.
terested in Summer Work Study There will be a preliminary round
must sign up in the Financial Aid for all contestants on Monday,
Office between March 17-31. April 7, from I until 4pm in Gasson
Students files must contain the Hall, 305. Each contestant will
Boston College Application and the deliver an eight minute persuasive
Parents' Confidential Statement of speech dealing with a current and
Student Financial Statement for controversial issue. Finalists will be
1975-76 before students will be con- selected from the preliminary
sidered. 1974 Tax Returns (Form round and will present their
1040) must also be filed by the April speeches again in the final round on
April 14. The first place finalist will
30 deadline.
All majors and all students in- receive a monetary prize of $300.
terested in the offerings of the with $50 and $25 awarded to the seDepartment of Romance Languages cond and third place repectively. An
and Literature are invited to attend Additional award of $50 will be
a meeting on Monday April 7 in the given to the top woman finalist from
McGuinn fifth fioor lounge from 4 an endowmentdonated for this pur(continued on page 8)
to 6pm. Refreshments will be
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Nuclear Energy Forum at BC
By Ann Barry
The economic and resource issues
of energy and the safety issues of
atomic power plants were addressed
by scientists, lawyers and industry
representatives at a Physics Department colloquiem attended by about
two hundred people in Higgins
Auditorium last Wednesday.
The two featured speakers were
Prof. George Goldsmith of BC, who
questioned the safety of nuclear
power plants, and Dr. Walter
Meyer, Professor of Nuclear
Engineering at the University of
Missouri, who maintained that
nuclear plants are the only safe,
economical energy source available
for the future.
Dr. Goldsmith commenced his
presentation by describing the
problem of supplying our future
energy needs as "the most serious

ever faced by the people of the
world." In raising doubts about the
use of nuclear power to supply
needs, he stressed "nuclear energy
will play a major part." The
questions about this development
are. he said, "How much? How fast?
and How?"
He emphasized that "We must be
wary that we don't plunge into yet
another technological hole from
which there is not escape without an
enormous increase in human suffering." The need for assessment exists with regard to social, political
and economic factors, as well as the
technological ones according to Dr.
Goldsmith.
Among the technological safety
factors that Goldsmith cited as
problems were the containment of
radiation from nuclear fuel rods
during transfer of the rods, and the

,

storage and disposal of radioactive

"ash," as he called the products of
fission. The latter he said, remain
dangerously radioactive for 500-700
years. He noted that human institutions would have to guarantee
the safety of populations from these
wastes for hundreds of years.
Goldsmith closed calling theissue of
nuclear safety a "second Faustain
bargain," the first being the responsibility taken by humanity for the
earth when agriculture was initiated.
Dr. Meyer focused on the
economic implications of theenergy
needs and nuclear power. He
pointed out the necessity for relieving dependence on fossil fuels.
Quoting a Washington Post report
that the current supply of oil will
last 25 years, he said, "We must get
off the merry-go-round and switch

Karn
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PIRG sponsored a nuclear energy conference last Wednesday.
to the alternatives." In discussing
Dr. Mayer ended his presentation
those alternatives, he stated that with a detailedeconomic analysis of
natural gas is no longer available, nuclear power and its alternatives,
and that coal is too dangerous a mainly fossil, which showed the
health hazard. He noted that former to be the more economical.
nuclear plants are not a source of
Jonathan Souweine of Mass
the harmful effluents produced by PIRG told the group that theresult
of his research was that "I've come
coal-burning facilities.
Meyer listed the possible energy to the conclusion that nuclear power
alternatives for the future, and dis- is unnecessary, unsafe and unmissed the use of wood, and waste economical." He complained that at
burning because of the drawbacksof the forum he had heard a number of
deforestation and the great volumes "half-truths I can't respond to today
of the solid waste he said would be because of the time limitation," and
necessary to produce electricity. invited persons interested in hearing
"Bioconversion is not a viablealter- the other side of the question to a
native in the next 20 years."
meeting at the BC PIRG office
Smith explained that the possibility Hydroelectric, tidal, wind and Tuesday evening. He then suggested
of revising the secondary education solar energies he said, are neither "In the end, the nuclear question is
major in SOE will be discussed later technologically nor economically interlaced with moral questions."
in March. Dissatisfaction with the feasible. Geothermal energy, which
Citing government studies,
current program by its faculty and he said is not available in the eastern Souweine found nuclear plants to be
students and the fact that the part of the country, is half as cheap subject to breakdowns of the
number of students is dropping were as nuclear power. "But," he asked, emergency cooling systems, called
the reasons given. Smith an- "have you seen a geyser in Boston?"
(continued on page 9)
nounced, "There will be a committee established in the School of
Education to review the
program. .we'll have a meeting of
secondary education majors this
month."

SOE Announces 5 Year Masters
By Don

O?Clair

Dr. Edward Smith, Director of
the Master of Arts (or Science) in
Teaching in the School of
Education's Graduate Division, announced last week that, effective immediately, the program will accept
Boston College second semester
juniors into the program for admission in their senior year. Smith also
announced that the curriculum for
secondary education majors will be
revised.
The MAT program is a graduate
program, usually lasting one year
and two summers in which one
takes further courses in his or her
major as well as further courses in
education. There are three plans:
Plan A.a 36 hour program which
includes student teaching, and an internship including a $3500 salary;
Plan B is similar, but excludes the
internship; Plan C is a 30 hour
programof courses only and usually
involves teachers who are furthering
their education. Admissions criteria
include one's undergraduaterecord,
recommendations and GRE scores.
Smith explained that "Our MAT
here is better known outside the university than here within it." The
new program, which is applicable
only to BC undergrads, would allow
those accepted before their senior
year to take graduate courses
applicable to the MAT program
once they have fulfilled their AB
requirements (i.e. of 38 courses). In
effect they could finish their MAT
degree requirements in one less
summer, making for a 5 year
program. They would also be given
specific advice about theirprogram,
helpful in their senior year.
Smith explained to the Heights
that this new program, which has
the support of the UAPC, is aimed
primarily at A&S students who
would like to follow Plan A,
although it would also prove useful
to SOM students (Plan A) or
School of Education students (Plan
C). Smith said, "It's aimed to help
our undergrads get certified and in
the best possible way. I suppose you
could say this is an answer to
students coming to Ed, attempting
to get certified, but who cannot
currently be given student
teaching." Smith elaborated by
noting that the MAT covers the certification requirements of every
state. Other advantages include
graduating with a masters degree
and the experience of student
teaching and an internship. Furthermore, students would be sure of
their graduate plans prior to their
senior year.
Smith emphasized that only
courses above and beyond one's AB
requirements would be applicable to
the MAT program and that no one

course could be credited to two
different degrees. When asked by
the Heights about the possibility of
a student paying tuition twice,
because of the undergraduate
school's semester tuition bill and
graduate school's credit/hour tuition bill, Smith replied, "I don't
really have an answer to the tuition
question." He explained, however,
that he did not foresee any problems
and that basically it would be a
matter of "time will tell."
In a separate announcement,

.

UGBC Reacts Negatively to
Heights Proposed Revisions

By Philip Wry
The Heights met with UGBC
President Duane Deskins and his
cabinet last Wednesday to discuss
the revisions of UGBC proposed by
the Heights. The changes were formulated by associate editor of the
Heights, Patrick Thorton, who
thinks that UGBC is due for a structural update. He feels that "UGBC
has fallen behind the times and the
course is traceable to a constitution
whose rigidity is exemplifed by the
fact that it cannot be ammended."

Dr. Edward Smith.

UAS Election Rules Indefinite
By Jim Paolino
The UAS passed a resolution to
amend its constitution which, if approved by the Board of Trustees,
would reduce the number of Senate
seats from 68 to 35 thereby reducing
the number of openings in this
year's UAS election from 14 to 7.
The Trustees deferred action on the
constitution at their last meeting
because they wanted more time to
"evaluate its implications."
According to Bob Ainsworth.
Chairman of the Election Committee, "the elections will be held
under the old UAS Constitution
Rules. The 28 students with the
most votes in the primary will advance to the final election in order
to narrow the field to 14. In the
event that the Board ofTrustees approves the new constitution at its
June meeting, after school has
closed, the seven candidates with the
lowest vote totals will be dropped.
According to Ainsworth, "the
Trustees must vote on the constitution in its entirety, and if they are
going to approve it they must approve all of the constitution." The
Board of Trustees does not have the
power to amend or, make
stipulations on the UAS constitution.
According to Charles Donovan,
S.J., Dean of Faculty, "the Trustees
fell that they were being rushed in

voting on the (UAS) constitution,
and wanted more time to study the
resolution." During the last Board
of Trustee's meeting, the President,
J. Donald Monan, S.J. channeled
the Referendum to the Academic
Affairs Committee, where it will be
studied and then presented to the
Trustees for approval at their next
meeting in June.
The sentiment among the
Trustees is to move the election up
to September when the Senate
regularly takes office. This would
eliminate the possibility of candidates being dropped at the beginning of next semester after being
elected by the students.
The Executive Committee of the
UAS proposed to the Board of
Trustees that a sub-committee be

appointed which would study and
decide on the UAS Constitution
before the UAS elections in March.
According to Linda Bucci, Executive Assistant for Student Affairs, "this proposal would have
been a way of getting around the
June 6th mandate."
The Senate will meet next week to
discuss (among other things) what
should be done concerning the
number of seats available in this
year's elections and how the elections will be run.
If plans stay as they are the elections will be held April 2-3 for the
primary, and April 9-10 for the final
election. Seniors at Newton College
are the only students ineligible to
vote. All interested candidates are
urged to pick up the petitions and
election rules at the UGBC office.

The Association for
Women in Management
Ist meeting, Tues, March 18

4:30 McGuinn sth Floor lounge
Sherry hour

The first issue discussed was the
suggestion to change the election
period to April, assumption of office on May 15, and tic in the elec-

tion process with the registration
process, a move prompted by the
fact that only 29 percent of the student body exercised their right to
vote in the last election. Deskins
began by saying, "Idealistically
you've got to get interested people
to vote, to express themselves in a
creative way, a body count is what
you are trying to avoid." The
students "choice initially was to go
to registration not to an election.
There are two purposes election has
a purpose and registration has a
purpose. What you should look for
is to keep getting positive response
for what you do." Thorton labelled
that idealistic, "it's never worked in
the past. If students know they're
going to vote maybe they'll at least
take the time to find out who the
candidates are. What do you think
should be done to get more people
to vote?" To this Deskins replied
"You have to produce."
Shane McDermott Executive
Secretary was also negative toward
this aspect of the proposed constitution. McDermott said, "Essence of
voting is participation verses
response. A major problem is communications which has been a
failure in the past. The registration
process is very confusing I'm not
sure that adding to the confusion
would be beneficial, we're making
students select candidates at a time
when their primary concern is selection of courses. Alsodo we have the
right to impose upon "students" the
decision whether I want to fill this
ballot or not. I question as to
whether we're invading their
privacy."
Maggie Stenman, Executive Asst.
for External Affairs looked at Thorton's suggestion from a more
positive standpoint, she said "I
think the whole idea of having it in
the registration material is good. I
know a lot of people who have ideas
(continued on page 11 j
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P.S. God Save The Heights! Its only misfortune is to be blessed with an increasing
number of "intellectually deficient" readers.

Letters to the Editor
Save the Heights
Dear Editors.
In light of the reaction to John Brennan's
article "The Medieval Minds are With Us
Again!" I am forced to add my own comments in order to ease the anger and frustration I feel.
First about the article itself: I only wish
the situation were as hopeful as John says!
The minds that are with us are not medieval;
as a medievalist myself I must protest that
such usage is an injustice to the Middle
Ages. What is now facing us are the minds
of the seventies, which are similar to the
minds of the fifties but without that feeling
of innocence. They are minds that are closing in on themselves, seeking refuge in tradition, rules and regulations and the
maintenance of a status quo. Frighteningly
enough, they are akin to minds that burned
books, burned crosses, burned witches,
heretics, people.
And they are not "creeping out of the
woodwork." They exist in an increasing
number of students and other members of
the Boston College Community. More and
more students are coming to BC craving not
guidelines and choices but rules, not examples but indoctrination. They do not wish
to learn but to be taught; they do not wish to
think for themselves but to be told what to
think. Instead of growing and maturing they
are being molded.
Consequently, the university is rapidly
becoming a closed institution where students
can be trained to accept rather than change
the present world. Gone are the innovations,
the challenges, the questions. I am old
enough to remember the way things were
only a few years ago; I remember Seavey
Joyce and anti-recfruiting demonstrations
and that damned injunction; I remember
and I can't understand why the present
situation arose. The beginnings of all the
progress that could have been made at

Boston College are being reversed not by the
Administration but by the students
themselves. Hasn't anyone learned?
I am angry because I see a student body
that is willingly destroying the ideas of open,
progressive thinking. I am frustrated
because I feel so helpless in the face of it all.
I am most of all afraid because these
students are the future leaders of the nation.
They are students who should never have left
high school because what they are looking
for in a university is not a forum for learning
and growing but a continuation of
education. They want to be shown what to
do (a stricter core?); they want to be led by
the hand. They are not "more interested in
working for rather than against society" (as
Robert Pabian termed it in his letter) but are
interested in conforming to a standard
rather than discovering better ways. And
mostly they are trying to stifle the intellectual atmosphere at BC so that innovation
will be possible no longer.
I make a plea for an open university
where all forms of intellectual activity may
be carried out. Whether they are a majority
or not, the new breed of students must not be
allowed to close and structure education so
that the minority who can still think and act
freely and responsibly must either conform
or be rejected. Thinking must not be censored or mindless ignorance will prevail, to
the detriment of all.
I cannot believe that I am alone in this
plea. At a time when the student body is
regressing, along with the university, to the
status of the mindless fifties, it has once
again becomeessential to form an organized
opposition. A new and enlightened radical
Left must become a viable force in order to
combat the ugly consequences of a closed
campus and a loss of academic freedom.
I remain angry, undaunted and very concerned.
Noel Boulanger
A & S '76
Concurring on the above:
Karie Penza
A & S '77

Women?s sports coverage

-

Dear Editor,
We are writing concerning news coverage
of women's sports at Boston College. Your
lack of publicity given to women's athletics in
the Heights does not show the true picture of
the present athletic program.
There were very few articles concerning the
field hockey team last fall. The girl's swim
team did not even get recognition for winning
the Greater Boston swim meet. There has
been no publicity for the women's ice hockey
club, and only a very few articles for the
basketball team. We are talking about articles, not one line notices. The list can continue right down the line. Why is a four or 'five
page weekly sports section filled with only
men's athletics? Wouldn't more diversity
enhance the quality of the paper? This is so
obviously prejudiced and unfair.
How can women's sports be expected to
develop and improve? The Heights should be
a means to help foster an interest and concern, which is greatly needed in this area. If
more attention were given to women's sports
there would be more spirit, more spectators at
games, and more overall support. How would
the boy's basketball feel playing to an empty
gym? We are not comparing the magnitude of
women's sport's programs to that of the
men's, but why should women's sports be left
out completely? A once-a month feature article does not fulfill the need and does not treat
women's sports in the proper perspective.
We hope that you will rectify your present
policy in this area, by a more thorough reporting procedure. This would be a great help to
the Boston College community.
Sincerely,
Joyce Sweeney
Maryanne Tessier (ice hockey)
Becky Weisel
Rosemary Reidy (swimming)
Dale Redmond (BC Hockey)

Robert J. Manaire
James E. Devine (track)
Daniel J. Murphy (wrestling)
Frank Tessitore(rugby)

.

David A. Murphy (wrestling)
Donald Bovers
Rob Riley (BC Hockey)
Tim Fowler

More

.

on Daly

To the Editor:
There are four inaccurate statements in
Joan Quinlan's report of March 3rd, "Daly
Denial Explained' Work Compared to 'Love
Story."

1. I did not communicate "the official
reasons" for Prof. Mary Daly's failure to be
promoted to full professor in the department
of Theology. This could only be done by the
President of the university or, penultimately,
by the Arts & Sciences Promotions Committee.
2. I did not claim that "there were not
enoughfootnotes in her book Beyond God the
Father, in the areas of Christology,
Ecclesiology, and the old Testament"
(emphasis mine).
3. I did not report, as Ms. Quinlan's article
asserts, that "the (outside) references had
.considered her work excellent." Indeed,
such letters are sent directly to the A&S
Promotions Committee and become part of
its confidential file. I do not have access to
that file.
4. Although quotation marks are placed
around words attributed to me concerning
Andrew Greeley (not "Greely", as in your
report), I do not recognize these words as
precisely my own. In theabsence of an official
stenographer or tape recorded, I should
wonder how The Heights verified the accuracy of this quotation, or indeed of other
factual items contained in theQuinlan report.
Which leads me to a last point: at no time
did anyone at The Heights ask me for my version of what transpired at the meeting under
discussion.
Richard P. Mcßrien
Professor of Theology

.

The Heights contacted Dr. Dalyfor the inon the interview, after being told
by President Monan that she was the only one
who could speak on the matter. If you notice,
before the quote mentioned is "in her words"
in parenthesis. - Editor.

formation

UAS Tenure Committee: One Last Chance for Students
(continued from page I)
University," which would help avoid high
tenure ratios. Or, in other words, would
release older and less active teachers from
their job. Unfortunately, the report gives no
hints at how the proposal may be implemented, beyond a mention that the policies
at Stanford University, "seem especially
viable". The idea has definite possibilities as a
means of combatting the lack of incentive to
continued performance which the tenure
system is accused of perpetuating. Hopefully
the matter will receive the "early attention
from the University administration," which
the committee recommends.
Recommendation five is related to
Recommendation four, in that it presents
another opportunity for bringing what Dean
Griffin terms "fresh air" into the University.
It calls for the establishment of a "number of
permanent non-tenurable slots to be allocated
on a selected basis."
The next proposal, deals with the design of
instruments and standardizedproceedures for
evaluating teaching effectiveness. It is unfortunate that Recommendation six could not
have been expressed more vehemently, or that
a definiteoutline of how to finance the set up
could not have been devised. The proposal
states that input on teaching effectiveness
should be provided for promotions and tenure
committees, for the professors themselves,
and for students, for possible inclusion in a
course critique. The Action Committee
emphasises that peer review must be added to
student evaluations, and that all faculty
members, should be assisted and encouraged
to achieve excellence in teaching. The committee also encouraged the participation of
UGBC in the funding and developing of
course critiques, citing the advantage course
critiques would give students. The advantage
to teachers of having their leaching reviewed
regularly, however, seems to be underemphasised in this proposal. .hopefully the
general terms in which the proposal is expressed will not hinder the implementation of
an effective system for maintaining high
quality teaching.
Saving Recommendation seven, the most

.

controversial, for last, and skipping to the

eighth proposal; this recommendation favors
a rewording of the University statutes to
make a distinction between promotion-and
tenure. The rewording would strengthen the
teaching requirement with regard to the
tenure decisions. The wording would be
further changed to include the idea that excellent performance in any one of the three
areas considered for promotions (teaching,
research and publications) may be balanced
against less distinguished performance in any
one area, and, "may even offset a relative
lack of achievement in one of the other two
areas."
Finally, Recommendation seven proposes
that "There would be one undergraduatestudent member, and/or one graduate student
member having a voice but no vote on the
University's College of Professional School's
Promotions Committees." Each of the two
committeeswould have a graduate and an undergraduate student member. The undergraduate would speak on reviews concer
ning faculty members teaching only undergrads; the graduate student would do the
same for solely grad-school faculty up for
promotions or tenure.

The proposal, which squeeked by on a five

to four vote, was first introduced for debate
by Matt Fissinger, an undergraduate member

.

of the committee.The original idea presented
was that a student be given a voting
membership on the tenure committees. After
much discussion, according to Fissinger, "We
had to back down from the vote. .there were
four people on the committee in favor, two
against the proposal and three swing votes."
So a compromise was agreed upon; "We felt
that voice with no vote had more of a chance
of getting through the senate," added
Fissinger.
The key arguments made by the opponents
to the proposal, as presented in the report of
the committee, include the ideas that a student, "would inevitably be cast in an advocacy role as the general student representative, and could hot comfortably carry off
such a role under the heavy strictures of confidentiality;. .the student also would

.

necessarily be limited to consideration of only
one facet. .teaching; the participation of
faculty also would be discouragedby student
presence on such committees; frank discussion necessary would also be inhibited."
Dr. Donald White, Dean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences, and a member
of the Action Committee, added other
arguments against the student's voice, "It'is
very hard for students to make judgements. It
i$ hard to select who is a very good teacher
and who is just a showman. .There is also a
great difficulty in selecting students. .How
Should they be chosen?"
Another committee member opposed to the
recommendation. Dean Mary Griffin of the
Graduate School of Education, commented,
"I think student input is very important. .but I think that the presence of a student would color the way discussions went."
Other arguments against the proposal express
the idea that it is the right of the faculty to
judge one who is to be one of their
member. .candidates up for promotions expect to be judgedby theirpeers.
The main contention of the supporters of
the recommendation is that the addition of
students the committees would increase the
credibility of the promotions process. Their
inclusion would also enhance the quality of
the evaluative process because of the student's
unique perspective. The presence of students
would not lessen the importance of research
and scholarship, and students wouldbe bound
by the same rules of confidentiality as the
faculty committee members.
James Houghteling, a professor at the Law
School and supporter of the recommendation,
stated that. "At the Law School we had a
long dragged out fight over this issue, but now
we do have students participating on the
tenure committees. .they have behaved
responsibly, they keep confidences, and they
make useful contributions. .now that the
students are there, most faculty act as though
they weren't there. .in fact there may be a
little less silliness on the part of the
faculty. .Since there is such distrust among
the students of the promotions process, it
would be an advantage to the University to

.

..

.

.

.. .

.

have students on the committees."
The arguments against the proposal can all
be answered. .a faculty member from a particular department could be viewed as an advocate of that department, does that prevent
him from keeping confidences? The idea that
students may be less trustworthy is belied by
the actions of the Newton College students
who sat on the Board of Trustees meetings
and never let out the fact that the college
would soon be changing hands.
Certainly the student member may be
limited in his order ability to judge the value
of a faculty member's publications, but the
ability of a faculty member from the English
Department to judge the work of a candidate
from the Chemistry Department might also
be questioned. One might also question the
true ability of a faculty member to duplicate
the unique view a student would have of a
candidate's teachingability.
Tenure and promotions decisions directly
affect the lives and education of the students
at BC. It is absurd that the students should
not at least have a representativesitting on a
committee which is supposedly looking
towardstheir interests. Perhaps, as Houghteling hints, the student presence may serve to
keep the committees "honest", and help the
members stick more closely to following the
University statutes in selecting candidates.
As for faculty being discouraged from participating by student presence on tenure committees - a tenure committee is too important,
and too powerful, for the faculty to lose interest because one student - who can't even
vote! - would also be on that committee.
Granted, the faculty must look at and judge
the work of their colleagues; this right is not
being taken away. But the student viewpoint
is a valid one - and the promotionsproceedure
can only be enhanced by the presence of a student holding that vantage point.
The UAS will be meeting next Wednesday,
and the Report of the Action Committee to
Study Tenure should be discussed.
Recommendation seven, as the most controversial portion of the document, may face
strong opposition at this meeting. Students
are urged 10 attend.
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Newton Faculty Talk About Losing a Job & a School
Newton Closes for a
Sacred Heart Sister

Little Effort Made
by Boston College
The loss of Newton College - and ofother
similar institutions
seems to me to
emphasize some disturbing changes in the
idea of education in this country. That these
changes are apparently inevitable makes
them no less disturbing. Central to the
problem is the increasing transformation of
education into big business, where success or
failure is measured by tangible production.
Thus, small classes are viewed by the
managers of education as by definition
wasteful, economic values being offered as if
they were educational values. (This problem
exists, obviously, in large universities as well
as in small colleges). Teaching, too, is
devalued, because its results are also essentially unmeasurable. (Grades, exam results,
admission to graduate schools measure
students' mastery of facts, even more of
techniques.)
In the two years I have been at Newton. I

have been impressed by what a serious
teaching community it is. While the faculty
does not question the value of scholarly
research, most have the made the choice of
putting most of their energies into teaching.
They work closely with students and with
each other in a way possible only in a small
institution. (There are several examples of
interesting interdisciplinary teaching that
are successful because of opportunities a
small college provides for discussion among
faculty of various disciplines.)The fact of a
small women's college being absorbed into a
larger, essentially male university is a cause
for great concern, as others in this forum
will be emphasizing. I wish also to
emphasize the meaning of the loss of a small
teachingcollege.
That loss is relevant also to another concern - the prob|em of Newton students coming to a large university with little or no
advice and direction from the university. In
the year since the consolidation, Newton
students have been limited in the number of
courses in which they may enroll at Boston
College. (This prohibition has extendedeven
to the freshmen living on the Newton campus, even though they are officially Boston
College students.) This has caused a number
of problems for them and will continue to do
so unless satisfactory advisory procedures
are instituted. First, it has placed severe
limits on their choice of courses and thus on
the breadth of their education. Because of
the effects of the consolidation, Newton's
course offerings this year have been far
diminished. Faculty members have been
offering extra courses and numbers of independent study courses to try to compensate for the lack, but a small faculty is
limited in how much it can do.
Secondly, students have not had a chance
to get acquainted with Boston Collegefaculty members and with the approaches to their
subject offered at BC. Thus, students entering Boston College as juniors, and especially
as seniors, will have to make in a few
months the discoveries and determinations
about getting educated at BC that other
students have had three years to make. It is
only practical to emphasize the problems for
Newton students who will need letters of
recommendation and advice about graduate
schools and career choices. Making oneself
known matters; the circumstances which
make individual identity possible in a large
institution will be generally unavailable to
Newton students.
It seems necessary, therefore, to ask
faculty, administration and students to offer
assistance. (It is very striking that the
women students at BC have made no gesture
toward Newton women and that a recent
forum on Women in Higher Education, at
BC, while including women from distant
colleges, did not even invite participation by
Newton women.) The recent three hour preregistration "information session gave some
useful general information to some, but,
with the exception of one or two
departments, detailed academic advice has
not been available. While BC students may
complain about the advisory system for
students on the BC campus, they at least
have access to faculty - and to the experience
of other students - which Newton students

It is not easy to discuss or comment on the
end of a college where one has lived and
worked for sixteen years. Memories of the
past and concern for the future overwhelm
one.
It is not a college of buildings and classes
and courses that I am thinking of. The
"things" are there the growth of the campus,
the gradual appearanceof dormitories, chapel
student union, library, and science building all in the space of ten years. But then the news
came - that those buildings meant an insurmountable debt. The almost carefree expansion of the sixties came up against the constriction of the seventies. The two decades are
so very different - economically, politically, and psychologically.
But the memories are more of the young
women who came to us in the early sixties,-in
the later rebellious sixties, and, now, in these
so-called "conservative" seventies. Somehow,
1 think that the faculty hoped and still hope
that each woman left Newton with a desire
for good solid scholarship, a sense of herself
in relation to her God and her brothers and
sisters and an awareness of her responsibility
to serve and to love those fellow men and
women. We do not know if this is true. But as
our alumnae return from graduate programs
in the large universities of the United States
and from the homes they have set up across
the country or from businesses where some, at
least, are executives, we find they have caught
than a trip into anonymity.
do not have. I hope the opportunity the
the spirit we had tried to give them.
Carol Green
Heights has given us to make these points
Last year, upon hearing the news of NewAsst. Professor
will result in some carefully planned steps to
ton's consolidation with Boston College, one
Dept. of English
make the transition from Newton student to
of the Seniors said' "Some things are meant
Newton College
Boston College student something better
to be of high quality and short lived." I like to
think that is true of Newton. I know it has
been true of my years of association with the
faculty and students and staff of Newton. But
I have many concerns.
In those early years, as the faculty discussed the implementation of SWC (Study of
and of the "hidden" job market. So you get Western Culture), we were concerned that the
By Lubomir Gleiman
So, one morning, you find out that your on with the "job research projects" - and this four years at Newton gave each young
forebodings were not just figments of your is nothing to laugh about! You get through woman time and opportunity to think
imagination. The College, a part of your way works like, How to Hire Yourself an through her personal and career goals - as
of life, will be no more after the next Employer and What Color Is Your well as experience in self-government. There
academic year! You are a senior member of Parachute? (but you darn well know that, were, then, and, still are, questions not so
much about "feminine" identity but about
the Faculty. For the past eight years of your given your past interests, experience, and exeighteen years in the College, you have been pertise, all you really have for "the real world personal identity. Experience in student
raising a young family and have been outside" is a red balloon and a big lollipop!) government and in personal responsibility
overworked and, underpaid to keep the You are repeatedly told to be self-reliant, was accompanied always by close-knit personal friendships possible on a small campus.
College alive while maintaining a credible aggressive; not to let your self-esteem be corstandard of academic competence. You gave roded and that, after all, you are eligible for
Each faculty member knew personally those
severance pay and extended unemployment majoring in his/her department. Truly, I
up your sabbatical. You fell behind your accumulated notes and other material secretly benefits. You are advised how to rewrite your think, there weresome moments at least when
earmarked for some future publications. But resumes, what to say and what not to say, and Newton was a small Christian community of
now, behind the polished lingo of the Public how to say what you didn't say. .You go
scholars young and old, students and faculty,
Relations releases, you see only one through a battery of tests beating your overseeking truth, searching for knowledge, and
overwhelming fact: you are out of tenure and sized brains out on how to answer the questrying to live according to principles of
out of a job. In spite of words ofencouragetion whether you prefer George Washington justice, honesty and love. I hope there has
been a ripple effect.
ment, you know that given the situation in the to Abraham Lincoln. But you still carry the
academic market place and the fact that you regular course load, advising, senior projects
How does it feel to start a department and
are fifty, white and male, without an essee it grow to be one of the largest on campus?
supervision, and other administrative respontablished national reputation, your chances in sibilities. You happen to be a chairman and How does it feel to have a vision of psythe Academe are preciously slim. Trying you remember some of the brave chaps from chology as a study of the whole person with
vainly to place your foot into firm and abrupt the S.S. Titanic. .You just don't want to be religious and moral dimensions, as well as a
"rats and stats" (statistics) discipline? I found
contact with your posterior, you ask yourself carried out as an academic corpse!
Then, one evening, the telephonerings and it a challenge to bring my Christian commitlamely: "Why didn't you get out years ago,
when you had a chance? You knew this was while you still are trying to swallow a fragment to a discipline which had so often concoming!" The answer, of course, is that you ment of your interrupted dinner amidst the sidered religion to be "an obsessive combelieved in an impossible dream.
bedlam of your kids, a familiar voice says: pulsive neurosis" or which had only measured
But Camelots have a nasty habit of turning "Did you hear the news?" Now, news iseither religious behavior and not understood
into nightmares. The nightmares you heard bad or good or it is not news! So you are told, religious commitment.
As one by one, the small all-women's
about before, suddenly engulf your daily briefly, that you have been granted a two-year
landscape. You try to re-establish "contacts" Senior Fellowship at BC Your instinctive colleges close, my concern is that there will be
in the metropolitan area because you have a reaction is one of relief, similar to something no longer the time or the place for those
young women who wish to think through their
home, a house and the real estate market is like: "a reprieve! a stay of professional exlousy. You start looking at the ads for ecution!" After a while, you are not sure own goals and system of values in addition to
academic openings. You contact assorted whether it was not just another dream. You preparing for a career. I hope that
educational and personal values will not have
agencies. Soon you find out that the openings find out that it is for real!
which fit your Academic Vita are on the
You meet the people at BC to whom you to be sacrificed for economic necessity. So
junior level only or are already taken. You get were referred. They treat you as a colleague far, our nation has not fully faced this conflict. It will soon have to do so.
polite form letters saying the same thing. and not as an academicwelfare case. You disMany, including some of your former friends cuss your mutual interests and needs and
I am grateful for theseyears at Newton and
and acquaintances, do not even answer. within an hour or less you agree on the for the friends I have made among faculty,
Perhaps, they are embarrassedbecause they courses for the next academic year. You can students and staff. When the name !\'ewton
don't know what to do or say. . .YourCollege look forward to the spring and to a new lease College of the Sacred Heart disappears in
President, with his staff, is doing his level best on academiclife. .And yet! In your sense of June, its ideals and goals and the persons who
to help you. .Yet, you cannot get rid of the
tried to live them will still remain as memory
temporary relief, you cannot, somehow,
nagging suspicion that you too are about to forget your colleaguesleft behind.
and concern for me. and, I feel, for many
join the growing ranks of superfluous
others.
Lubomir Gleiman
people.
Margaret Gorman. R.S.C.J.
Professor of Political Science
Then, you are told, politely of course, that
Department ol Psychology Chairman
Newton College
you should be thinking of alternate careers Newton College

-
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The Community Columns
By John Mclnerney
". .The great city in which the Emperor
lived was very gay, and every day visitors
came in large numbers. One day two

swindlers, who gave themselves out as
weavers, arrived, saying that they knew how
to weave the lovliest cloth that anyone could
imagine. Not only were the colors and the

something extraordinarily beautiful,
but the clothes which were made of the cloth
they wove had this winderful property: they
became invisible to every person who was unfit for his office or was too stupidfor any use.
"they would certainly be fine clothes to
have", thought the Emperor. ..."
Consider for a moment the "three green
girders", as I call them, which stand near the
head of the stairway connecting Carney with
McGuinn. Are they an abandoned bulletin
board? An unfinished security booth? The
foundations of a new W.V.B.C. broadcasting
tower? No, none of the above: careful investigation has revealed that they are none
pattern

other than Boston College's resident work of
art, erected as a senior honors thesis in the
spring of 1971.
I should here admit that I refer to them as
"the three green girders" in a disparaging
sense' theirproper title is "Odyssey" and it is
from the movie 2001 that their installer
derived his inspiration. In the four years since
then they have steadfastedly held their post,
presumably recalling the Odyssey that
Kubrick's monolith began for those primeval
apes, and hopefully beginning one of almost
equal magnitude for their Boston College
counterparts. My Odyssey, I must confess,
was an embarrassingly short one. Their
creator seems to have sown his genius on
barren ground in my case, for it is not merely
their nobler aspects which are lost on me, or
their subtler ones which elude me; their
aesthetic value escapes me altogether.
In spite of this, I am forced to agree that a
wealth of-careful consideration must have
preceeded their installation, for in their

Phantoms from
By Richard Lord

Bunuel is back and none the worse for
the wear of seventy-five years, fortyseven of those spent in the making of
films or in an imposed artistic exile
(matching his exile from his native
Spain). The Old Master's latest offering
this way is The Phantom of Liberty, a
testament to his continuing powers as a
film-maker.
The Phantom, like so many of
Bunuel's works, is not that easily accessible a film, though a certain stunned enjoyment is often conceded by even those
who admit to being baffled by his ouervres. This enjoyment is a natural
response to the Esperanto of absurdity
that underlies the whole Surrealist canon
Bunuel has adopted. Bunuel has ended
up as the unchallenged king of screen
Surrealism, by his longevity if nothing
else, but there is a lot else to the films of
Luis Bunuel. His success as a Surrealist
owes much to his skills as a technician
which allows Bunuel to fold his moments
of absurdity neatly into a well-tailored
fabric of the flawless quotidian. Watch
the screen closely at almost any point
and you'll see these skills clearly. The
cutting is almost always precise in both
timing and affecting the correct visual
rhythms for the scene. The movement of
the camera and camera placement(again
typically Bunuel here, with a glut of
medium shots) are also handled in the
most efficient way for Bunuel to tell the
story the way he wants to - subtly, with
the ironist's feigned innocence at his own
talents.
And it's fitting that Bunuel's talents be

Bunuel?s

such a fine edge in The Phantom of
Liberty, for the film is finally Bunuel's
statement on Surrealism itself. The film
opens with an incident from a 19th century short story in which a group of
Spanish rebels facing execution by
Napoleon's soldiers cry out right before
they are shot: "Down with liberty". The
scene jumps immediately to a comfortable bourgeois setting of the present,
from there rolling on to another, and
another, and another comtemporary
scene until the police are called to quell a
disturbance at the zoo and find it
necessary to fire upon an unseen group
who are likewise chanting "Down with
liberty" through the volleys. The beginning and ending slogan is, Bunuel would
like us to consider, in fact the code by
which most of us, as well as the majority
of his characters, live. The freedom we
wish to escape, or at least suppress, is the
freedom found in the randomness of
events and actions. We gain the illusion
of having suppressed this freedom by
locking ourselves into the rigid confines
of order and logic, and adopting bland
but secure life styles-. But Bunuel's
strategy is to show us the fragile nature
of this illusion by intruding the absurd
into the carefully constructed house of
order and logic. Of course, Bunuel's
characters are all in on the game, so their
reactions to the Absurd are all less
volatile than our own would be. This is
what keeps Bunuel's films comedies
when they are such, as an almost
irritating tolerance of the Absurd keeps
his tihcd universe in its own kind of
balance.
at

relationships to each other and to their environment they exhibit an extreme degree of
orderliness. To begin with, they are perpendicular to the ground, as are so many other
things both man made and in nature. In addition, they are parallel to each other at a fixed
distance and in a carefully determined juxtaposition.They are of a given height, width,
and thickness. They are green.
Once one has managed to digest all of this,
one is ready to finish up be feasting ones eyes
on the 60 degree cut which is the crowning
glory of each girder. It is unquestionably this
feature which gives them their great upward
thrust, transforming what otherwise might be
mistaken as mere monotony into the wonderfully dynamic composition we have today.
One must also be wary of overlooking the
myriad implications arising from the central
fact that there are indeed three of them.
Three, besides being a prime number and the
number of physical dimensions, carries a multitude of plausible connotations. Are they
meant to represent the Trinity? Or are they
better understood as simply three gigantic
credits?
Careful consideration is also demanded by
the three wooden posts which at one time surrounded the girders (only two remain). What
is their significance? Was the simplicity of
this arrangement born of profundity? Or does
it merely reflect equal simplicity in the mind
of the artist? My poor imagination broke
down altogether in the face of these questions
and I realized that I would require outside aid
if I was ever to really comprehend the girders.
Accordingly, I set out in quest of whatever
such clues might be available, and eventually
I struck it rich, deep within the bowels of
Gasson. I there unearthed the actual report
which the artist submitted when he was seeking permission to erect the girders, and which,
in addition to their specifications, projected
cost, and a number of sketches, contained his
own version of their meaning. His final statement, unfortunately, could not be found and
this preliminary one will have to suffice. It
may have its weaknesses, but I like to think
that whatever it may lack in clarity or polish,
it more than compensates for with its spontaneity and candor. Here then in the artist's
own words is the meaning of the girders:
The steelcolumn is analogous to the stone
object: tall, mysterious, awsome in its inexplicable presence. Steel has led to fantastic

Opera

of Life

Of course, none of this would be of
anything but academic interest if the individual scenes were not themselves
sound enough to keep our attention. And
The Phantom of Liberty is filled with
scenes that draw us in tightly before slapping us playfully usually on the funny

architectural and engineering
complishments which project the worl
man into another dimension of ret
Skyscrapers and vehicles have create

restructuring ofman as a social animal. I also
see the column asan archtypal unit in the psyche.
The wood posts planted askance about the

merely absurd. Under this system, the viewer
admits that any criticisms he may have of the
girders constitute judgements, which in turn
rest on his own values. Such values are
naturally subjective' and therefore of only
relative value at best. Ultimately, it is impossible to formulate any intelligent criticism
of them at all, and the good liberal viewer
accepts them as one of an infinite variety of
legitimate expressions. By this system, the
budding-probing conciousness.
girders may be compared with Henry Moore
This work has no mass as would a large without raising so much as an eyebrow,
niece by Henry Moore. It is an idea, a stateandGasson Hall may be likened to Chartres
ment on the relation of materials and Cathedral with impunity. In the end the
archtypal elements. Its purpose is to induce viewer is left literally wallowing in a sea of
thought along these lines. Man both is and helpless relativism and the girders, having the
acts. The work concerns itself with the great advantage of inertia, remain where they
material- aspect of man's being, a reminder are.
that we live in the material world. (Our role I
Not that in their own way the girders are
will be small, almost inconsequential. I feel not fitting representatives of this modern
that subtlety and apparent naivete make a perspective and its corresponding slice of the
modern world. Indeed, they are. like the
good combination."
I am forced to disclose that after several modulars. pre-fabricated, quickly erected, not
careful readings of this statement, I continue too expensive, extremely homogenous,
to find the girders mysterious indeed in their monstrously ugly, and notably uninspiring.
inexplicable presence. That they are ap- They may well be a true expression of the inparently naive I do not question, but their nermost soul of their creator, although one
subtlety, as I have indicated before, escapes would hope that this is not the case.
Either way, one must seriously question
me. I can only conclude that they must be
representatives of that privileged quarter of whether they merit the honor of a permanent
the art world whose sources are totally public display by Boston College. Being
divorced from the natural visual world - neither inconspicuous nor inocuous, they conhowever far abstracted. Rather, these art stitute an outstanding eyesore on even the
works are derived from a basis of intellectual Boston College campus. As such they are an
affront to the taste and judgement of the comprecepts which tend to be so personal or subjectivein nature that they become a necessary munity and a constant embarrassment to
compliment to the work of art itself. When those who were so unfortunate as to have
isolated from the rhetoric which was their sponsored them for motives which, as I ungenesis, they tend to prove totally un- derstand them, involved widerconsiderations
fathomable to the viewer, who shares no other which are no longer applicable and fell
common ground with them.
somewhat short of enthusiasm. Such risks
This is a strained mode of expression at its must necessarily be taken if creativity is to be
best, but in the case of the girders, even the encouraged on campus, but the community
combination of both appears suspiciously should not feel obligated to keep such white
ridiculous to the layman. Consequently, one elephants as may be produced in the process
must suspend ones normal judgement in on public display for extended periods of
deference to a more modern approach if one time. The girders have been given a four year
is to avoid the naive conclusion that they are trial, which is an ample review by any stan-

olumns' base are analogous to the apes, to
nan. They react to the columns and to the
?naterial-foreign, yet man-made. Wood is
irganic. The posts are linear, indicating mo<ion and direction though rooted in the earth.
A secondary association is that they are
I'enceposts, devices which mark offboundries,
define territories andproperties.
On afew of theposts, I will attach arrows,
tainted yellow and white to suggest the

-
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The 'Monster' itself
bone. The connections between
different pieces in Phantom is h:
tenuous - usually little more than
hero of the first piece seeing a dt
whose nurse is the heroine of these
piece, and so on, each character drop
off never to appear again. This ca
almost mechanical, continuity is in
reminiscent of the transitions in mai

the tales from Chaucer and Boccaccio.
And it is not only in his transitions that
Bunuel bears resemblance to the two
great medieval spinners of tales. The
vulgar but generally precise humor, the
clear presentation of the lives
and actions of everyday people, and the
robust appetite for the incongruities and
failings of human nature seen in Bunuel's
contemporary scenes owe their
geneology to the work of both Chaucer
and Boccaccio. The clear picture of
medieval life that we get from the latter
two is matched by the clear picture we
get, through an Absurdist lens of course,
of contemporary life from The Phantom
of Liberty. Bunuel's precise, practically
flawless, mise en scene sees to that and
the screenplay, by Bunuel and
collaborator Jean-Claude Carriere, use
this artistic sinew to stretch itself about
all turns of the imagination.
Of course, some of the bits, such as the
little lost school girl who is not really lost
and the conviction and punishment of a
mass murderer, are puffed up from mere
silliness, but there is enough here to
thoroughly delight any Bunuel buff as
well as those who may be getting their
first exposure to him (as was the pleased
viewer who accompanied me). Some of
the sequences I found more appealing
than most of The Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeoisie, his previous, widelyacclaimed film, though this feature
probably lacks Discreet Charm's sustaining power. Still, if you care to discover
film Surrealism at its best, or if you
already know what Bunuel is about,
catch The Phantom of Liberty at the
Charles theatre complex, and you won't
go home disappointed.
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dard. Their removal could hardly be said to
define a standard of excellence so rigid as to
stifle all future innovation. At stake is not a
question of censorship, but one of landscaping, for what is acceptable in theory and what
one wishes to live with for years on end are
distinctly separate considerations.
Not one to confine myself to idle theorizing
or empty polemics, I have devised both a plan
and a method by which to deal with this situation. My plan, in short, is to uproot those
girders like so many diseased elm trees and be
done with them. This could be quite easily accomplished in an afternoon, and as an experienced iron worker, I feel more than
qualified for the job, having performed the
same operation on many other girders which,
because of their industrial associations,
lacked status as works of art. Furthermore, I
offer my services at absolutely no expense to
the university. My satisfaction, rest assured,
would more than compensate for my expenses.
I recognize that there will be some few who
will feel that a great work of art has been
denied its public by a torch wielding fanatic
drawing his inspiration from the Pieta
smashers and canvas slashers of the world. In
order to placate them, I would be happy to
contact the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and
offer to donate the girders and posts to them
free of charge. Should they not be interested
for some reason, I would also be happy to
place them in storage together with directions
for their resurrection in order that future
generations might not be so impoverished
against their will. Failing all else, I feel that it
wouldbe a fitting gesture to bequeath them to
their creator. Perhaps he could squeeze overa
garden nymph or two to make room for them.
The neighbors, no doubt, will be delighted.
While the author wishes to express his appreciation to The Heights for the forum they
haveprovidedfor his views, hefurther wishes
to affirm that in doingso, it is not his intent to
associate himself in any way with the general
editorialpolicy or perspective of this publication.

Ellen/Live

By Tom Nelligan

Ellen Mcllwaine is the sort of performer who doesn't need a microphone
to be heard. As she pointed out to the
sellout crowd at Passim in Cambridge
last Friday night, no one expects a solo
folkie armed with an acoustic guitar to
be loud. She then proceeded to blast out
the walls with her slide guitar and
banshee wails. The previous night, she
said, the folks next door had asked her to
turn down the volume. She hadn't.
Mcllwaine is not, however, a
forerunner of an imminent trend towards
heavy-metal folk. She just likes to play
loud. She puts so much energy into her
guitar playing and her singing that
anything less than window-rattling
volume would do her a disservice. The
foot-tapping fans at Passim certainly
seemed to appreciate the sound levels
which might have been more at home
across the street at the Oxford Ale
House.
Her style is distinctive, to say the least.
She plays her acoustic guitar through
various little black boxes to create a
variety qf soundsan organ-like effect on
her version of Jack Bruce's "Weird of
Hermiston", whooshing phased slide
effects on "Ain't No Two Ways To It",
or straight finger-picking on "Can't Find
My Way Home". About a third of her
set consisted of instrumentals of various
sorts, usually accompanied by octavejumping scat singing that defies
categorization. She plays a mean harmonica and piano, too. As she slapped
out riff after riff it occurred to me that
were it not for her lack of commercial
success, she would easily beat out Bonnie
Raitt as everybody's best female slide
player.
On her slow blues numbers she shows
the influence of her Georgia birthplace,
grabbing at some words, hesitating over
others, drawling softly here and there.
Her up-tempo singing bears a strong

African influence in the tradition of
Miriam Makieba. She seems to love
vocal tricks, as in singing a song
backwards (she said she played a tape in
reverse and learned it that way), or dealing in exotic tempos and rhythms which
her guitar, somehow, -manages to keep
up with (it's amazing how all the notes
eventually wind up in the right place).
She shouts a lot, too. It's tremendous
fun.
Her sixty-minute set featured a lot of
everything she's famous forslide guitar,
blues, a couple spirituals as audience
sing-alongs, goof songs, a Fats Domino
routine, stuff off her old albums, and new
material. The audience was enthusiastic
throughout. Boston has always been a
folk music town, and semi-obscure old
folkies can always count on a sympathetic crowd at Passim.
Mcllwaine's current tour coincides

with the forthcoming release of her third
album, The Real Ellen Mcllwaine,
recorded this winter in Montreal. She
had been out of circulation for a while
after her previous label, Polydor,
dropped her contract due to insufficient
sales on her first two albums, Honky
Tonk Angel and We The People, both of
which are still available and highly
recommended.

++++++++++

As an afterward, I'd like to put in a

good word of Mcllwaine's opening act,
the Boston-based duo of Rob Carlson
and John Hamilton. As fifty percent of
Carlson & Gailmore, the former
gentleman produced a fine album on
Polydor last spring. The new partnership
is every bit as good. Both men have
strong, clear voices and ample guitar and
piano talents. We wish them a recording
contract soon.
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NEWSBRIEFS
(continued from page 21
pose from the estate of Miss Violet
Mason. All interested students
should register for this contest in
Room 501, McGuinn no later than
Fri. April 4,. For further information contact Dr. Dorm an
Picklesimer. Jr. contest director.
McGuinn 519.

Suffolk University Law School
Scholarship Any student who has
been accepted by Suffolk University
Law School for the 1975 freshman
class is welcome to apply for the
Frederick A. McDermott Memorial
Scholarship which is given annually
by Suffolk University to a graduate
of BC. The Scholarhsip covers com-

program or the four-year evening
program. Any student who is interested should write a letter of
application to the dean of his particular school (eg, Rev. Thomas
O'Malley, SJ, Dean of Arts and
Sciences) and include in the letter
any information which he or she
feels might be helpful to the screening committee. The deadline for
applying is Monday, June 2nd.

Wiseman's
"Hospital"

Film

Thursday, March 20, 7:oopm
Fulton 412
Admission Free

SPONSORED BY THE PULSE
PROGRAM

Empyreal!

news,

features
& sports writers

DOMESTIC LIQUORS
Tel. LOngwood 6-5588
1924 Beacon St.,
Brighton

SOCIAL ACTION AGENCY

Don Emiliotequila
ar| d pineapple juice.

needs

Dealers in
Mechanical
High
Grade
Restorations
Groceries, Meats,
Poultry
Is your car ailing? Do
FOREIGN
AND you need a tune-up, an

?

Pandora's Box.

The Heights

RESERVOIR
PROVISIONS
CO. Inc.

Showing

IL
V
I yip*k
I L3*v
I
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Rosary, shared meditation, private from 4 to 6pm. All are welcome.
meditation, and benediction. All are
welcome! Sponsored by Apostles of Deadline March 24 for all artwork
Adoration.
and photography to be exhibited
John E. Steele, Director of Career during Festival of Women Artists
Planning and Placement will discuss (All entries will be kept in a locked
closet.
what career options are open to Ii
language majors and how a
language can enhance the career opportunities of a non major. He will
talk about the practical aspects of
where jobs are, how to find them,
and how the get them. The meeting
.Holy Hour every Thursday 7pm, St. will be held on Mon. March 24 in
Mary's Chapel. Includes the the Murray Conference
Room
plete tuition for the three-year

engine rebuilt? No job
too big or small. Call
Thorn
Walter
Mechanic, at 254-5186.
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On February Bth, WZBC sent news correspondent Doug Tanger
on a fact finding mission to the MiddleEast. He returned March
2nd. Now WZBC presents a four part series entitled:

"Is peace a realistic possibility
in the Middle East?"
Thursday, March 20th - 7:00
. March
. 18th. - -7:00
..
Tuesday,
Through a generous grant from the
-r

BC

Rathskellar, WZBC News
presents Dr. Nabeel Shaath Head
of the Palestinian Liberation
Organization's Planning Committee.
Producer - Kathy Walsh

?

Through a generous grant from the
p s ents
ts W B0
'.
Pr,me Mimster Y,tzhak Rabm of

f

.

"?f Jl.

,

srael

Producers - Marianne Camas and
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Dowlin9

Next week WZBC presents Tasheen
Bashir - President Sadat's Press Secretary
and King Hussein of Jordan.
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THE HEIGHTS
Souweine addressed the problems
of disposal of the "fiendishly toxic"
plutonium used in breeder reactors.
Referring to the confusion of information and terminology he
perceives, he called the nuclear
problem a "technological Viet
Nam." He read to the group excerpts from"a leaked memorandum" from the Atomic Industrial
Union that proposed an intensive
propaganda campaign for nuclear
plants, that would include "ghostwriting" of articles for prominent
persons to publish.
Paul Turner of the Atomic In-

dustrial Union denied that the
memo was secret. He said that
Souweine was as misinformed on
the matter of the memo as he was on
nuclear power. He stated that the
issue has "unfortunately become a
very emotional kind of discussion,
devoid of basic factual considerations."
The technology for dealing with
atomic wastes does exist, he said.
He called for "an end to emotional
rhetoric and non-facts."
Itt conclusion, Dr. Meyer
criticized the "assinine assumptions" of nuclear opponents who, he
said, take unreal projections of the
possible risks. He said, "We live
with risks all the time," noting that
to appreciate the effect traffic could some dams in California could
enhave on our community."
danger the lives of as many as 300,Siegel recognizes the complexity
-000 people.
of the entire situation and how the
selection of one course of action will
.J 1 I_\u25a0 ?
MB J
likely "replace one problem with
another." However, he views the
vehicle of the bi-weekly meeting as a
means to implement future "joint
planning" among all affected parSWITZERLAND-AUSTRIA
ties."
?
FRANCE-GERMANY
j

Nuclear Power
(continued from page 31
"meltdowns." A meltdown, he said,
"could cause the largest single
peacetime catastrophe that this
country has ever witnessed." He
also criticized governmentand other
reports for not dealing with the
problems of sabotage and terrorism
against atomic plants. "What would
you advise the first governor to
receive such a threat?"

Murray's Liquors Inc.
757 Beacon Street
Newton Centre
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"Les Marronniers", "La Tertulia", International Forum, Spanish Club, Italian
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Monday, March 17 St. Patrick's Day Celebration sponsored by the Cultural
Committee.
aCe:
nnell
Time: o8:00pm

£!

°?°

-

Tuesday, March 18 International Dinner. 20-30 nations represented.
Place. Kathskellar
lime: /:00pm

,

.

,
j

?

- Cushing I and 7pm - Fulton 220
"Potemkin" 4pm - Lyons 314 and 7pm - Devlin 8
"Crime et Chatiment (Crime and Punishment)" 3:3opm - Fulton 210 and

Japanese- Ihe Seven Samurai Ipm

--

Russian
French
Bpm - Fulton 200

-

Open

Bam

-

11pm

March 13-25
,.

Nazarin 7:3opm and 9:3opm in Higgins

SCRIMSHAW demonstrationby Raymond Delgado. Place: McElrov Commons
Time: 12
Fr. Jim Halpin from the Chaplain's office presents "The Journey of Fabio
Pacchioni" - Film and discussion of theatre as an instrument of social change.
Place: to be announced, Time: 3pm.**
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Frid Marc ? 2 Latjn s
ish D
Cocktails at 7:30
fo ? owed b dinner<
music and dand tQ the sound of a band
LaUn American and s
ish
?lodies. More than 15 nations will be represented in the menu/Displays, posters
j*\u25a0
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Saturday, March 22 Portuguese Brazilian Day - Dinner at 7pm. Conference by
Dr. Luciano da Silva on "Dighton and the Bicentennial". Valentina Felix, inter,
i ?»?
:??_ r\u25a0 rfrom DPortugal.
i rfrom k.
a \u25a0and
a radio
aMadeira,
national lir
Concalves
Virgilio
bado singer
?
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u
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a
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personality from the only Portuguese radio station. Cardinal HUMBERTO
MEDEIROS has been invited as well as Fr. Monan, President of Boston College.
Displays, posters, photos. Whaling families from Portugal will attend. Eagles Nest
-5-12.
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Sunday Rest, sleep?
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* Movies will be free for BC students - 50 cents for non BC
students and $ for others
have 4 ethnic djnners We expect tQ CQok for m peop e m every Qne of
nights This means th at during the International Festival we will have full sitdown dinners for about 1200 people. Uah!
We

wi|
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Festival
Wednesday, March 19-International Film
t
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u
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c
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d
i. n
BrazilianNegro (Black
Orpheus)
12pm - ka
Murray r~Conference
Orfeu
Room and
9pm-Devlin 8

Spanish

.
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~,,.,
International poetry readings (in native languages and translation).
International
displays, tables, posters & flags. Several embassy personnel have been invited.
Poetry will be held in McGuinn 3rd floor lounge. Peter Allegra as "Mark Twain."

~,..,,.,?.

DELIVERIES

volume

Thursday, March 20 p Italian Day - Dinner at 7pm, followed by lecture on Dante
by Prof. Anonio Mastrobuono(Romance Lang. BC) and the film "Divorce Italian
Style" Place: Eagles Nest Bpm ***

organized by:

"T

Alchohol 10% by

Pandora's Box.

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
J? .,

2.89

?

-

RAYMOND M. DELGADO
With collaborationof:

?

[ iixmj Don Emilio tequila
and pineapple juice.
1i
lII
\u25a0
Halcyonic!

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION ON SESSIONS CALL:
438-7344 Mon. Sat. 10am spm

-

244-2730

WORLD

[ *j|

DO YOU NEED TO?
IMPROVE YOUR STUDY HABITS
AND SKILLS
DEVELOP GREATER SELF-CONFIDENCE
SOCIALLY OR IN YOUR WORK
HYPNOSIS ASSISTS MANY PERSONS IN ELIMINATING
UNDESIRABLE HABITS AND IN REINFORCING
POSITIVE BEHAVIOR PATTERNS

iP t. ? ji.oz

LIEBFRAUMILCH

-

TR.4 VS

s,x PA CK

WHITE WINE

Retorts Hotel Office
He»prt»u
R«t»ur»nH
SEND 25c
APPLICATION
INFORMATION
TRANSWORLD OVERSEAS
STUDENT OVERSEAS SERVICES
10TREMONT STREET
BOSTON. MA. -tl7-7J3-7»75

\#**w

24 12 oz. cans

IMPORTED FROM GERMANY

'
STUDENT
JOSS
-

-

lflm&\!Fv 1
j

Newton Neighborhood Association
(continuedfrom page 11
previous contact, (Vice President)
Campanella has set up bi-weekly
meetings attended by six administrators from BC, two members
of our group, and Jack Simons,
Director of Newton City Traffic."
Although only one meeting has
taken place so far, "the atmospere
has been congenial." Elaborating,
Siegel said that "BC people appear

March 17, 1975

***Tickets will be on sale at McElroy Commons (The Ticket Office), on a first
come first served basis.

,

If you
wish to ?get involved in this twelve day madness (cook or anything that
J
,
, ?.
_i
?»
contact:
please
appeals to you more),
RAYMOND DELGADO
HILLSIDE D54 BOSTON COLLEGE
CHFSTNUT HII I MASS 02167
?

-j-p.

o*4 \t\7l\

THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE OFFICE
BOSTON COI I FTF

*We acknowledge the help and collaborationof more than 25 foreign embassies.
**Films provided by many embassies will be shown from 12-4pm in the foyer of
McElroy Commons.
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International Festival Being Held at BC March 13-24
By Caren Connelly
An International Festival
celebrating many different foreign
lifestyles is presently being held at
Boston College. The Festival will
run through March 23.
The purpose of the festival is
"getting people together," according to its sole organizer Ray
Delgado, A&S, '75. The festival is
for Newton, BC and the community; and at the end "maybe people
will not look at Puerto Ricans. for
example,as 'Spies', but as People."
At noontime on the 13th the
festival was opened with the BC
band marching through the Dustbowl. Throughout the festival the
band and the chorale will give impromptu performances. That evening, the Cultural Committee will
present "Sweet Charity." It will be
held iiLCampion Auditorium for
three days at 8:00 p.m. with a $1.00
admission fee. On Friday the Black
forum will be presenting "The
Spinners" and the Elias Hall
Group.
Monday, March 17tb, the festival
will continue along appropriatelines
with Irish Night. Tuesday, the
following night, will be International Night during which there
will be dinner, with food from 25-30
countries, music and dancing. After
dinner, for those who are interested
there will be poetry readings from

the various countries.
Wednesday evening is devoted to
film. Already slated for viewing is a
Brazilian film, "Black Orphaeus,"
and "Potemkin." a Russian classic
and"The Seven Sameraids," a
Japanese film.
Thursday is Italian night which
will be highlighted by dinner and
dancing. There will also be a lecture
on Dante given by BC Professor
Mastiobuono.
Spanish-Latin night will be held
Friday and there will be cocktails,
dinner and a band. There will be a
charge to cover costs.
Delgado describes Saturday, Portuguese Day, as "The big day, for
me at least." Throughout the night
there will be scrimshaw exhibits
with which he has done extensive
work, creating and designing his
own pieces. Basically, scrimshaw
can be described as intricatecarving
on either elephant ivory or whale's
teeth. Once prevalent in New Bedford, where there was a thriving
whaling industry, it is now difficult
to find the real thing among the
plastic imitations.
To assist in the scrimshaw exhibit, and other aspects of Portuguese day, Delgado has invited
people from the "Centro Cultural c
Recreativo dc New Bedford," which
he founded and is president of, to
participate. There will also be a Por-

Art Festival Being Held;
Famous Women Artists
By Christine

Bresnahan

The planning committee for the
Festival of Women in the Arts week
is currently searching for BC
women artists (poets, painters,
sculptors, dancers, actresses, etc.) to
participate in the celebration,
scheduled for the week of April 6.
Although the emphasis of most
exhibits will be on the art work of
BC and Newton Collegewomen, the
planning committee is also working
to bring in distinguished women

-
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"Viveca Lindfors will be the
highlight of the week," commented
Maureen Dezell of the Women's
Center. "She was Brecht's leading
lady in "Three Penny Opera",
before she immigrated from Germany."
Other famous women coming to
BC for the festival will include,
Elizabeth Janeway, a historian and
novelist; poet Marge Piercy; and
sculptor Faith Ringold.
"We're hoping to have exhibits
all week long all over the campus,"
continued Dezell, "We hope to get a
slide show in the Eagle's Nest, to
have night time performances in
O'Connell, and to schedule dance
programs and other events during
the afternoons on the dustbowl and
in the Resident Student Lounge.
We're trying to schedule most of the
good things in the day time for
women who commute and can't
make it at night."
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Sail either in September
or February, with the ship
as your classroom and the

world your campus
combine accredited study with
fascinating visits to the fabled ports of the Caribbean,
Africa, the Mediterranean,
and the Americas. Over 10,-000 undergraduates from
450 colleges have already
join
sailed with WCA
them! Financial aid available. Write today for free
?

catalog.

from :;!! areas of the arts.

WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666

The best of the New York Film
Festival's women's films will be
shown at various times throughout
the festival week. The planning
committee is attempting to coordinate activities with other art
festivals which will be going on at
the same time in Boston.
Plans are underway to set up a
music night at one time during the
week similar in scope to "Dances
and Declarations" held last year at
BC. The evening would be devoted
to BC's women dancers and poets,
with perhaps the performance of a
small theatre production by faculty
and students.
The festival is being sponsored by
the BC Women's Center, with the
help of other community women.
Any woman interested in helping
plan the festival, or in displaying her
artistic talents, is encouraged to
contact, Jayne Mu/.ur, Liz Await,
.leannette Vuocolo, or Gerry
DeMarco, in the Women's Center.

tuguese fado singer, Valentine Felix
Speakers are also planned
throughout the evening, one of
whom is Luciano da Silva.
Cardinal Medeiros of the Boston
archdiocese, who is Portuguese, has
been invited to attend.
On Monday the festival willbegin
to draw to a close with a French
breakfast at Haley House and performance by Jaques Yvat, a Parisian singer. That evening he is
scheduled to play at O'Connell with
a program that centers on nautical
themes. During the show, slides of

scrimshaw will be shown by Ray fices are providing financial conDelgado.
sideration.

All week long Delgado hopes to
turn the Dust Bowl into a mini UN
with flags from all over the world.
To this end he has contacted over 35
embassies and they will provide
posters and support, both moral and
financial.
The festival is being supported by
the Romance Language Clubs, the
Black Forum, and the Social Committee. The Social Committee and
the Student Activities funding of-

Along the same lines of internationalism Delgado, who hopes to
attend BC's law school next year, is
promoting the program of the
"Centre Sejours Linguistiques."
Basically, this is an exchange
program by which American
families will open their homes to
French students for approximately
28 days this summer. At the end of
May Delgado and interested
students will be travelling to France.

Fire Assistance Program Needed
Two weeks ago, a fire broke out
in the early morning hours in a
Commonwealth Avenue apartment
building near Chestnut Hill. An estimated $9,000 in damages resulted,
and over a dozen people were left
homeless, among them a family of
three elderly women.
One young man, a member of a
group of Boston College students
burned out by the fire, went over to
his car after leaving the stricken
building. He was surprised to find a
$15 parking ticket affixed to his
windshield.
He approached a near-by police
officer and asked for reconsideration, explaining that he was a resident of the burning building. The officer looked at him, slowly shook his
head, and told him that he was
lucky it was only $15.
The student's white Triumph had
been parked in front of the only fire
hydrant on that side of the street.
Precious minutes had been wasted
as a building burned, and
firefighters scrambled across streets
and subway tracks to locateanother
hydrant.
The young man didn't argue the
point. He just stood thinking in the
smokey air as the cop walked away.
Had he known that students living in Allston-Brighton face the
greatest likelyhood of fire of any
group in the neighborhood, he
might not have been so careless.
District Fire Chief Clarence
Frost, who oversees the AllstonBrighton area, maintains that
although the neighborhood has
fewer false alarms than any part of
Boston, the incidence of serious fire
is as high as any section of the city.
He also says that student occupied
buildings have a higher rate of fire
than the general housing stock.
"Every year, we have 20 to 25
serious, multiple alarm fires," Frost
said. "The rate is much higher in
student buildings for a number of
reasons. For example, an average
family living in an apartment uses
one or two plugs in each outlet,
while students use four cords to
every plug. The wiring in these
buildings is old, and many times
can't take the load.
"You also have fires where you
have poor housekeeping. Many of
the apartments we go into have
wall-to-wall clothes on the floor.
That's a real hazard. Another big
problem is that people often don't
take time to clean their stoves.
Grease builds up, and pretty soon
you have a fire. And it isn't that
students don't care, it's just that
often they don't think."
Grease fires are common, and can
rapidly escalate to far more serious
proportions. Frost recommends that
residents stock a one pound box of
baking soda in case such an
emergency arises.
"A lot of people think water,
sugar, or salt should be poured on
the fire, but they're wrong," Frost
said. "Baking soda is the best
method of controlling a grease fire.

5 Royce Road after a February fire.
other than cleaning the stove."
Frost also cautions students to
take fires seriously. "If there is any
inkling of a fire," he said, "call right
away. Don't try to put it out
yourself. You may think you have it
out only to have it flare up two
hours later. Call the emergency
number (911), or the main fire
number (536-1100). Then send
someone outside to direct the
firefighters to the proper place."
One Allston-Brighton firefighter
cited a contribution which students
make to their task. "One good thing
is that students never go to bed. If
something starts late at night, it is
sometimes reported before it gets
out of hand."
Clifford Chase, who works on
disaster assistance out of AllstonBrighton Little City Hall, spends his
days and many of his nights hustling
around town for housing, clothing,
and financial aid for fire victims.
"The only people you can really
turn to when a fire strikes are your
neighbors," Chase said. "When the
fire department has left, and all
your belongings are in smoking
ruins, the first thing you need is a
place.to live. That takes money.
"Once the funds and the housing
have been located, salvagable
materials need to be moved. The
whole process takes time and manpower. We don't have the resources
to be sure that we will always be
able to do the job properly.
"Residents, the Red Cross, and
various community groups can
usually be counted on to help. But
the phone culls at one in the morning when a fire has just struck a
building with 40 tenants, the job of
coordinating emergency housing

and clothing, and collecting and
moving furniture takes people who
will be on call at a moment's notice.
That's what we really need."
Chase's call for help has not gone
entirely unheeded. Students and
personnel at Boston University,
Boston College, and Northeastern
are attempting to form Disaster
Assistance Teams to be available to
help students and residents when
fire strikes.
"We have resources to offer such
a project," said BU official Donald
Christensen, "but we need to identify some student leadership to start
things rolling."
Students at BU interested in
working on such a program should
contact Mr. Christensen at 353-3634. Boston College students can
coordinate activity through Mr.
Robert Sargent at 527-1466 (ext.2404). Ray LaChance, house
manager for fraternity house TKE,
is heading up efforts at
Northeastern, and can be contacted
at 254-9680.
"A program of disasterassistance
would be great news for this area,"
Chase said when asked about the
program. "We will give it all the
support we can. I think that if
students realize they can help each
other, and at the same time perform
a valuable service appreciated by
the whole community, we can really
put something together. I just hope
there is some positive response
before the idea dies."
.Next time you hear a fire siren
screaming by the window,
remember that chances are it may
be a friend of yours at the other end,
and there is something you can do to
help.
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Reaction to Heights

(continued from page J)
25 percent of the people voting who
ahout one candidate or another but are only going to be here two
are just too lazy to walk over to months, don't say three months, a
Lyons 'as the day goes by. The idea big turnout of seniors could sway

of changing the balloting process is
really good, something's got to be
done." She suggested setting up
voting areas in different places, such
as Cleveland Circle. Hillsides, and
the dining room or extendingvoting
hours.
Thornton feels that assumption of
office on May 15 provides an adequate transition period, enough time
to select a cabinet, and a term of office whose principle activity period,
September to June, concides with
the budget.
Thibodeau agreed "that in terms
of the time a president takes office
now it may be a little screwed up but
by having it on May 15 you exclude
the reason why we have seniors
voting. The reason is that they are
here for three months. Seniors
should have some say which way
student government is heading."
Thornton replied "What you have is

,

CLASSIFIEDS
COLORADO SUMMER JOBS!
Work and play in the Rockies this
summer-ranches, lodges, parks, etc.
send $3 for information and list of contacts. Ranch Hand Coop, 490 N. 19th
St., Canon City, Colorado, 81212.

-

TERMPAPERS! Canada's largest
service. For catalogue send $2 to Essay
Services. Box 1218, Niagrara Falls,
NY. USA. 14302

2 men and one woman, worker, grad
student and superannuated undergrad
seek woman, 21 + with no pet creatures
to share 4 bedroom Newtonville apt.
52.25+ utilities. 964-8061. Aldred,
Sherry or Charlie after 6pm.

the election."
Deskins felt taking office on
March I is "effective in terms of
that you get a good feel for the
place, a good indoctrination. It
gives you ideas, you see where
you're going to run into trouble and
who's going to be cooperative."
Thornton's reply was, "You'd have
three weeks to do that any way from
the time you're elected until you
take office. Momentum is built up

from March until May and lost over under Moran's administration there
the summer where if momentum is were weekly breakfasts and even
built up in September it can be kept social dinners with drinks using
going through the school year. Now UGBC money. He said, "Well if
you guys are switching full force in this is the case lets have it out in the
open."
midstream."
Another of Thornton's proposals
Dave Bonagura, Treasurer under
was that the treasurer should be Deskins administration, first made
elected by the student body and not it known that his office is clean, then
appointed by the cabinet members. went on to say, "Duane and I have
He feels that the treasurer should been thinking of an open policy
have no otherpower than to account where any student can come in and
for cash and structure budgets. examine the budget. I'm not saying
Ultimate responsibility for expen- that dinner or dinners are right what
ditures would be his or hers. I'm saying is that he was allowed to
Therefore any spending of do it by his receptions and banquets
questionable nature wouid eventual- budget. In the course of time since
ly focus attention on the treasurer. March I, Duane knows every check
Thornton brought up thepoint that

TODAY'S PRIEST
by
Called
God and sent by the Church as leader
and servant to proclaim the Good News of God,
and to heal man in the name of Jesus Christ.

For more information on the priesthood ... or if
you would like to participate in the Awareness
Days for college students at S. John's Seminary
in Boston on Thursday and Friday, April 10th
and 11th, contact the Vocation Information
Center, St. John's Seminary, Brighton, Mass.
02135 or call 254-2610.

The Snake & Apple
OUR EVER FAMOUS CHEESE
PIZZA
Only 99c with this coupon
THIS WEEK ONLY

SUBS?PIZZA?DELI GOODS
EVERTHING is good at
The Snake & Apple
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that I wrote."
The next issue touched upoi. is
a larger and more involved cauc. s.
For instance the caucus has to approve allocation of the budget.
Deskins said, "The caucus is supposed to be the final judge on allocation though in terms of representation I think it's useless."
Deskins made it known that the
caucus should be changed. He feels
there should be more representation
as well as more personal contact.
He suggested that each dorm elect
one representative and therepresentativeselect one person from among
them to represent them in the
caucus.

Attention
A&S Seniors:
Only 2 months until graduation!
Are you interested in voicing
your opinion on the type of
graduation ceremony you

desire and in nominating
classmates for special awards?
Please stop by the A&S Dean's
Office (Gasson 101) and pickup
a questionnaire between now
and Wednesday, March 26.
Your input is necessary for
designing the graduation
ceremony.

Service Liquor Mart
\

1700 Comm. Aye, Brighton

UAS Candidates:

LIQUOR

Those interested in running -

BEAUJOLAIS

presents

PICKER
SPECIALS
fifth

1.99

fifth

1.69

E. Chevalier & Fils
of France's Finest Shippers

One

The UGBC Office will be open

for informational purposes
Tuesday, March 18

from9tol2andlto3.

ALMADEN
Burgundy, Chahlis, Rhine

half-gallon 3.19
ALMADEN
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AUSTRIAN
WHITE

BURGUNDY
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For over 130 years we've been using
the word Equality" in our advertising.
Once again, we'd like to tell you what
we mean by it.

C« Our brewery

in 1844. ?)
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Blue Ribbon quality means the best tasting beer you can
get. A quality achieved only by using the finest ingredients
and by adhering to the most rigid of brewing standards.
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Pabst. Since 1844.
The qualityhas always

.
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In Milwaukee, the beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue
Ribbon continues to be the overwhelming best seller
year after year. Blue Ribbon outsells its nearest
competitor nearly five to one. That's why we feel
we've earned the right to challenge any beer.

So here's the Pabst challenge: Taste and compare
the flavor of Blue Ribbon with the beer you're
drinking and learn what Pabst quality in beer
is all about. But don't take our word for it.
Taste our word for it.
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On The Road To Greatness, BC 82
By Charlie Manning
The full house at Charlotte Coliseum has
just seen home town favorite North Carolina
run hapless New Mexico State out of the
building 93-69. That's what always happens
to teams from other parts of the country when
they have to play in ACC Country (remember
UCLA). Now of course, Southern
Conference powerhouse, Furman, would continue the lesson in the hard knocks school of
basketball on Tobacco Road. They would
teach this team from Boston just what the
game was all about.
Was the team from Boston impressed or
maybe even intimidated? "Naw" said
sophomore non-player Paul Berwanger,
"we'll beat-em by fifteen." Obviously this
team from Boston believed in themselves.
But as they walked out for the tap-off,
Boston College seemed to be overmatched.
There was 69" Clyde Mayes, an All
American and a certain first round draft
choice, and 7'l" Fessor Leonard, a huge and
supposedly gifted man. And their supporting
cast seemed almost equally impressive. Yet
Boston College was able to beat this team.
They did it with ability and poise, and most of
all, character.And with this great win made a
justifiable claim on a place among the very
best college basketball teams in the country!
The first half was filled with a quickly
paced highly pressured type of ball througout.
There were very few stopages of play and the
two teams traded baskets and mistakes. A
great deal of BC's scoring came on medium
range jump shots by Bobby Carrington (13
points) and Jeff Bailey (10 points). There was
nothing at all subtle about the Furman
offense. Either get the ball inside to the big
men and let them go of it the defense dragged
to help inside take the open jumper.
Defensively, both Billy Collins and Wil
Morrison were giving away a lot of inches but
were playing hard and taking it to the taller
Furman players. In this half and throughout
the game, Bobby Carrington was completely
shutting.down the highly thought of Craig
Lynch. Last week, Lynch had been named
MVP in the Southern Conference, this week,
he was a nonentity.
In fact, Bobby had as fine an all around
half as could be imagined. (13 points, 5
rebounds, 4 assists, and 4 steals). His instant
offense got the team off on the right foot. The
Eagles led throughout the entire half taking a
slim 3 point lead to the locker room.
The second half was even better. Furman
came out determined to get the ball inside to
Mayes. The strategy worked for awhile as
Clyde would glide for jump hooks and short
turnarounds. Furman actually took the lead
for the first time since the very beginning of
the game at the 18:20 mark. BC did not panic
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Furman 76

Silver

Rich
Billy Collins soars for a tap in. Billy was great
against Furman.

instead they began to take the ball inside right
a\ the two huge Paladins. This strategy had a
two fold purpose. First, of course, was to take
advantage of the quickness quotient that
Collins and Morrison possessed over Mayes
and Leonard respectively. Also it seemed that
maybe they could get one of the big guys in
foul trouble.
It worked! Wilfred had fourteen second
half points, Billy ten second half-points, and
both Leonard and Mayes picked up enough
fouls to make 'heir defenseineffectual.
BC took the lead for goodwith 7:26 left on
a great inside move by Collins. Mike Shirey
then made his only basket of the game to
make the Eagle lead four. Ten of the last sixteen points for BC would come from the foul
line while their defense would control
everyone but Mayers.
The six point victory margin is deceiving in
that BC had the gamesewed up from the four
minute mark to the finish. It was again a fine
team victory, the Eagles' seventh in a row.
They played wellbut can do better for they're
a club with so much potential. Their next opponent will be Kansas State on Thursday (see
story on S4).
After watching BC's against all odds type
victory in Charlotte* this writer feels that
perhaps we have a team of destiny on our
hands. A team with a destiny which says San
Diego on it! And from there who can say?
Boston College 82

Furman 7 6

Name

FG

FT

Total

Weldon

1
8

7

9
17
20
18

Carrington

Morrison
Collins
Bailey

6
7

Shirey

1

Totals

8
31

1
8
4
0
0
20

16

2
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FG

FT

Total

1

Hill

7
14
4
7
3
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
14
28
8
14
6
0
4

55 Totals

38

0

76

Name
Smith
Leonard
Mayes
Lynch

Hall
Greene
Cottingham
?J
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Bobby Carrington takes Clyde Mayes to the
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Providence Without Friars Isn?t Like A
Somewhere between the final score and this column lies a
journey through Hell: At 7:15 Sunday morning, Air New
England walked into Logan Airport and ended a 6/2 hour
flying nightmare. Though the ear popping and stomach
dropping would have felled many a band member by Atlantic City, the Eagles' musical caravan rode with its band-aid,
six points to the good from Charlotte.
But Hell was there on arrival. Tobacco Road is no place
for any Yankee to get smart. They eat basketball with their
morning coffee. They sleep with it at night. People like
Kupchak, Towe and Thompson could run for governor. The
Atlantic Coast Conference answers any and all problems.
Southern basketball is taken in with birth, death and taxes.
The University of North Carolina is now the favorite son.
NC State is now defunct and who in Carolina likes
Maryland anyhow. Saturday night, Charlotte was filled with
powder blue Tar Heel rooters, some 11,000 strong. You
might have heard them on the tube. They greet the players
with an atomic blast. The Coliseum is a Confederate echo
chamber. Noise was even coming from places where there
wereno people.
Don't think for a minute that the Carolina's have
forgotten the last big one, 110 years ago. They lend to hold a
grudge. So the South was in sold out force to greet Zuff with
their warm "Abe Lincoln" reception. They expected the
Boston radicals to depart fully distraught. It was I 10 years

ago all over again.
The Dixieland was shown the town by the
Northeasterners. In an area where they willingly pay $500
for a ticket to the ACC Championships, the home folk do
not enjoy taking their basketball on the chin. Had New
Mexico State upset the Tar Heels in the opening round, they
wouldn't have made it back to New Mexico. Now North
Carolina comes north to play in our backyard. The Eagles
now come home to Providence. Whoever thought Boston
College would be at home in Providence?
Fessor "Moose" Leonard is the biggest person I ever hope
to see. Bigger than any two and possibly three. Upon his entry, the Coliseum shrunk in half and last year's NIT looked
all the more desirable.The talk around is that Clyde Mayes
is a sure shot NBA first round draft pick. So the Eagles has
as much chance in North Carolinaas does a "No Smoking"
sign. The Eagles came complete with friends and relatives, a
handful of traveled Courtsiders, a totally aero-spaced band
and a good number of home viewers back at the Heights.
The Eagles attempted to say Mass in Hell. They were
solemn high. The result is history and at least another two
games. After Saturday, even the most critical skeptic won't
predict it will stop there.
To win so far from home, in a place where you don't
belong is a sensation that won't fully realize its own effects
until Wednesday. It's a combination of all the Connecticut.

Day

Without Sunshine

Holy Cross, St. John's and Providence games the Eagles
have ever copped. It's a tribute to a coach and a team that
faces increased pressure with equally increased ease. The
odds will never be as insurmountable as they were in
Charlotte, except if they make it all the way to ... well, you
know where.
Furman was a repeat performance of a one man show accomplishing only a one man victory. We saw it against
Fordham, Providence, Syracuse, and Connecticut, and all it
accomplishes is the games high scorer. The Eagleswere even
guilty of it on occasions. What Bob Zuffelato has accomplished is a taming of the most talentedstallions ever to
come to Chestnut Hill. Collins, Carrington and Morrison
played the entire game. Collins has developed to the point
where he can play on a par with any center in the nation.
Wilfrid comes out of nowhere and gets 20 points. As for
Carrington, Bucky Waters summed it up, "He should play
in a tuxedo." Mcl played like he's been in tournaments
before. The cool that Bailey and Shirey played with isexpecting an awful lot for their experience.
BC is now a member of the elite 'Sweet Sixteen" in
college balf Kansas State's upset of Perm earned them the
right to attempt a sidetrack of the Eagles. North Carolina,
who Furman has beaten and Syracuse, who BC made short
work of, enter Providence with the chance to go west. The
farther the Eagles go in this NCAA tournament, the better
they're making an idle Fairfield team look.

Speedballs Beat Spartans 7-6 in Overtime
By Jim McDonough

The alarm clock goes off and you
have to roll out of bed without
thinking because the darkness outside and the warmth of the blankets
can be too persuasive. Your clothes
are cold when you slip them on and
you have to move quietly so that
you don't wake up the rest of your
roomates.

Time is cut so close that a cup of
coffee and something from the
toaster is all you can afford to eat
and as you're standing in the
kitchen watching thekettle boil you
try to figure out whether you were
crazier to stay up so late socializing
or getting up so early to play
hockey.
On the way to the rink the sun is
just rising and the cold air is laboring your brain to get into fourth
gear. You may only come down
from capus, or trod in from nearby
apartments but if you are one of the
rest who have to drive miles from
surrounding suburbs you really have
to make an effort.
When you finally make it to
McHugh Forum you will occasionally find a couple of good
buddies or a few of your teamate's
girlfriends who turned out to lend
support but more often than not the

stands are empty. That building can
be mighty cold and hollow without
the crowds of three or four thousand, and the only noise is the echoing resounds from sticks clashing
and the booming of pucks hitting
the boards. Sometimes the other
team doesn't show up and the game
is cancelled or worse yet most of
your own team stayed in bed and
you end up doubling and tripling
shifts during the game.
Winning speaks for itself and it
really doesn't matter what you went
through when it's all over but losing
is a bummer and means that you
have to look forward to a full day of
classes starting out on the wrong

foot. ?

Some one-hundred thirty BC
students, plus a faculty group on

eight teams played regularly
through the Intramural Hockey
League season. Four games a week
on Tuesday and Thursday mofnings
for several months gave each team a
fourteen game schedule that offered
nothing but good exercise, a lot of
fun with friends, and a chance of
making the championship playoffs
at its conclusion.
Their motivation during the
season may have been insanity,
masochism or just plain hockey

Mike Meehan

Play OffFever
This story was supposed to be about the Boston College lacrosse
team and their coach Gene Uchacz. It was going to talk about their 18
win and 3 loss record over the past two years, about a superb goaltender
named Mark Molner, and about their struggle for acceptance as a second class sport. With due apologies to the coach and his players, that
story will have to wait until next week though, because this is one writer
who has the fever.
There were eleven hours of basketball televised on Saturday past, but
none was any more exciting than the last two. And if there were any
doubts that BC might be playing over their heads they should now be
dispelled. The Eagles will be in Providence come Thursday next and if
that doesn't result in a home court advantage, then I think I'll take my
typewriter to a cave in the Himilayas.
I had no idea what a Furman was. I knew that they had 85" of
"Moose" Leonard, and when I first saw him he looked bigger than
that. I knew that they had a professional "first round draft pick"
named Mayes who went 69", and who could shoot like a guard. But
otherwise, I couldn't have told you that their coach dressed like the
Good Humor man or that BC was a better basketball team.
This game belonged to the entire Boston College team but most importantly it belonged to William Russell Collins. Yes, he did have to
guard the Moose and for all you math majors that means that he was
giving away four inches. Coach Bob Zuffelato labeled the job Collins
did. immense, and I guess it could stand at that, but why don't we throw
in "super" and "tremendous" just for good measure. Most of all he
played with pride, a pride that was not about to let Leonard get the best
of him.
And how about Wilfred Morrison. All Wil did was cover Mayes man
for man, and contain him. O sure, Mayes got his points, but he also
picked up four personal fouls and had to sit down at a crucial part of
the game. And there is no one I want at the free throw line in a clutch
situation more than Mr. Morrison.
I've seen some Ail-American polls of late and none of them have
contained the name of Bobby Carrington. That's the same mental
capabilities that made Marquette number 5 in the nation. Any "AllAnything" team that does not have the name of "Smooth" should not
be considered legitimate. Ask me about his offense, and I'll tell you
about his 21 point average. Ask me about defense and I'll ask you if
you even remember the name of the forward that he covered against
Furman. Carrinton makes his man invisible, and that iswhat defense is
all about. And "Smooth"has begun to get the tough points, points that
come as a result of offensive rebounds. Someone kindly find me a
better collegiate forward in this nation, who plays both ends of the floor
like Bobby C.
And then there is Jeff Bailey who hits a twenty foot jumper like you
and I shoot lay-ups. The freshman ONLY scored 16 points Saturday
and I guess the pressure of the NCAA is really getting to him.!
But when Saturday's game was really coming down to the wire it was
the captain who took command at the free throw line. No Melvin
Weldon is not a great shooter but when the Ealges need a big free throw
it is only fitting that Melvin do the honors for he is the glue that keeps
the machine intact. This is where Melvin belongs and he has earned the
respect of his teamutes and all who watch him.
And so the beat goes on and this Eagle team seems to be "peaking".
They have learned that it is a lot easier to play as a team and win and
they have matured every step of the way. Robert Zuffelato has matured
as a coach 100, and along with assistant Drayton Miller has gol this
team working unselfishly as a unit, and as a result is getting more
mileage out of his players, especially Weldon.
One last thought: about fifty or so BC rooters, cheered themselves
hoarse in North Carolina and if you caught the .scene at the end of the
game, you realize that there are some good fans at this school. Think
about what Providence will be like when that fifty swell to thousands.
BC can win the Eastern Regionals.

fanaticism, but when playoff time
rolled around it was sheer individual
and team pride that was driving
these kids. Nothing could have been
more evident from the type of
hockey that was displayed during
this year's Kelly Cup series.
The four top teams, determined
from season records were: The
Frisco Speedballs, The Sparans,
The CCCP, and the Wisers respectively. Two semi-final games were
played and their winners met to
determinethe championship.
In the first game the top ceeded
Frisco Speedballs played the fourth
place Wisers. The Wisers unfortunately were forced to play with
only seven skaters but even though
they were outmanned by more than
two to one by the Speedballs, the
game could have gone either way.
The Speedballs won the contest 11-6, but the score was not at all indicativeof the effort by the Wisers.
The second game between the
Spartans and the CCCP was even
closer. Two well organized and
talented teams played a classic
match that was not decided until the
last three minutes. But the Spartans
prevailed 6-3 and eliminated the
CCCP.
This set the stage for a battle
between the first place Frisco
Speedballs and two year defending
champion Spartans which proved to
be one of the most exciting games I
have seen in McHugh Forum. The
game was originally scheduled for
8:30 am on March 1 Ith, but through
efforts of former coach John A.
"Snooks" Kelly, it was changed to
4:30 in the afternoon and notices
were posed on school bulletin
boards. Heights sports editor
Charlie Manning put a large ad in
the previous Heights issue and their
efforts coupled with word of mouth
from both teams brought a fairly
large crowd of five to six hundred
whose sentiments were divided as
sharply as their numbers wereevenly.
By the start of the game, both
teams were incredibly psyched. The
Spartans had a shot at a third consecutive win that would retire the
Kelly Cup and the Speedballs, who
had won their division last season
and failed to advance past the semifinals, wanted to prove they
wouldn'tchoke again.
Coach Kelly (a la "Kelly Cupp")
arranged for a regular ECAC
referee, Giles Threadgold, two
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Silver

Rich
The Frisco Speedballsface off against the spartans, speedballs won 7-6 in
overtime.
linesmen who had refereed the consecutive goals. Berens at 13:32,
regular season games, goal judges Spatola at 12:12, and Costello at
and game clock. Everything was 10:43 gave the champs a 5-5 tic and
first class by intramural standards the fans went wild. Everyone in
right down to the pre-gamenational McHugh Forum was up and yelling
anthem with both teams at the blue for the last five minutes. A Speedlines.
ball penalty at 13:36 gave the man
The Frisco Speedballs dominated advantage to the Spartans for the
the first period and drew first blood remainder of the game, but
when Marty Carney scored at 9:03. defenseman Scan Sheehy showed
The Spartans were hard pressed and the best moves of the game as he
forced to ice the puck to relieve the scored an unassisted, shorthanded
pressure. Speedball Jackson Walsh goal with a minute left in the game.
made the score 2-0 with just 43 The Speedballs emptied the bench
seconds left in the period but was to congratulate him but found the
answered 10 seconds later by Spar- action a little premature as Brennan
tan Gary Joyal. Scan Sheehy scored scored for the Spartans with only
a back breaker with only 2 seconds one second on the clock. Incredible!
left and the Speedballs left the ice
Needless to say the Spartans emwith a 3-1 advantage.
tied their bench and4he teams found
Play in the second period was themselves in sudden-death oververy defensive as each team scored time.
But the extra period only last
only once. The Frisco Speedballs
scored on the power play at 12:21 three minutes as Speedball Johnny
when Johnny Gildea picked an Menkin ended the game with a couopening and slid the puck by Spar- ple of slick moves and a smooth
tan goaltender Steve McManama. shot. The Kelly Cup was won by the
A Spartan named Morgan returned Frisco Speedballs and presented to
the compliment at 6:57 when he Captain Mark Ryan personally by
stole the puck in the neutral zone the "Snooker." Athletic Director
and broke alone on Teddy "Bear" Bill Flynn was there to present
Broderick who was minding the trophies to the winners who imSpeedballs nets. The period ended mediatelyretired to the locker room
with the challengers still ahead 4-2. for the usual beer and champagne
Fate seemed to be smiling on showers.
Coach Terry Smith of the SpeedSpecial thanks should go to all
balls as Chris McGillicuddy gave the players, especially the
his team a 5-2 advantage with less goaltenders, for playing an amazing
than a minute elapsed in the final game; to the fans for the unusual
period, but player coach Eddie attendance; and to Bill Flynn, John
Morgan was nose-thumbing the Kelly, and Gene Uchaz for putting
Speedballs as his boys scored three it all together.

Courtside Club tickets go on sale
Monday at noon.
No public sale due to limited
number of tickets allotted by
NCAA.
Call Athletic Office for more
imformation.
Heights Spans acknowledges and is grateful to the Blue Chips of Boston College Athletics for the financial support Blue
Chips makes available to an expanded Heights Spons.
Alumni and firends of Boston College athletics arc welcome to join the Blue Chip:. Club. For further information please
call the Athletic Office, Roberts Center. 969-0100. extension 380 or 381
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Women?s Ice HockeyPlays Well, But Not Enough In Cornell
By Bob Thomas
Last weekend, the Boston College
Women's Ice Hockey Team visited
Cornell to play in the Cornell Invitational Women's Ice Hockey

Tournament,
The tournament opened with
Colgate beating Clarkson in overtime 2-1. While this game was in
progress, the BC bus arrived with
most of the team. Unfortunately,
three players who were flying
because of late afternoon exams,
were delayed in New York for two
hours.
Since the ColgateClarkson game
went into overtime, the pregame
warmups for the BC Cornell game
were drastically cut. In fact, BC
couldn't even warm up their goalie,
Annemarie Millin.
The first period found BC playing
with only two lines and three
defense, yet for the first five minutes
of play, BC kept the puck in the
Cornell end. The long bus ride and
the lack of key personell wore the
Eagles down towards the end of the
period, and Cornell managed to
score four times.
Between periods, Annemarie was
extensively warmed up; and Coach
Shawn Sheehy made several adjustments to the offensive defensive

living and at 5:42. Ellen Walsh
scored on a pass from Capt. Reenie
Baker on a 2 on 1 breakaway.
Cornell managed to score a goal
with 24 seconds left in the period. At
the end of two periods, the score was
Cornell 5, BC I.
The players who had flown from
Boston arrived just before the end of
the second period. In the opening
minutes of the third period, the
Eagles forced the play in the Cornell
end, and finally at 4:04, Reenie
Baker fed Ellen Walsh, who broke
across the blue line and blasted the
puck into the upper right-had corner.
Cornell came surging back and
quickly netted two goals, but BC
kept the pressure on; and at 13:07,
Ellen Walsh dropped the puck back
to Julie Mulcahey at the point, who
scored on a quick wrist shot. This
was the final score as Cornell won 73.
Saturday night, BC played
Clarkson in the consolation game.
Clarkson came out hitting, which
slowed the gamedown considerably;
but at 9:04 of the first period,
Maryanne Tessier tucked home the
rebound of an Ellen Walsh shot.
The period finished with Clarkson
scoring on a deflection off a BC

Thomas

BC women control the puck against Clarkson.
even rougher and the BC players Unfortunately, The Clarkson goalie
started to retaliate, accumulating played magnificently and stopped
four minor penalties. The defense 12 BC shots.
Although BC lost 2-1, Ellen
played exceptionally well not allowing Clarkson to score on any of its Walsh was named to the Allpower play situations. Finally at trounament team as right wing.
12:17 Clarkson scored on a partial Despite losing both games, this
breakaway.
tournament was a good showing for
Coach Sheehy instructed his the BC team, since it was playing
defense between periods on how to against schools which have had
stop Clarkson from getting any par- Women's Ice Hockey as a varsity
tial breakaways. His strategy was
player.
play.
so effective that Clarkson didn'
The second period BC came out
The second period action was' even have a shot on net all period

Bob
sport for several year, and BC is a
club team in its first year of ex-

istence.

Games Coming Up
Mon. March 17 - Providence at BC,

spm

Wed. March 19
s:3opm
Thurs. March 20
BCspm

- UNH BC
- Chelmsford
at

at

I Get High This Summer
Why Not Fly for

TWA

M

-.-.
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Classes taught in English

? All academic credits transfer
?

60 courses offered each semester:

ANTHROPOLOGY
& ITALIAN LIT.

TBobhomas

?

?

PHILOSOPHY

OGY

?

THEATRE

?

CLASSICAL STUDIES

FINE ARTS

?

HISTORY

POLITICAL SCIENCE

?
?

?

ENGLISH

?
?

ITALIAN

PSYCHOL-

THEOLOGY

350 schools represented over 10 years
? Campus villa houses some 275 students
?

Ellen Walsh of BC made the AllTournament Team.

MANY STATE SCHOLARSHIPS TRANSFER
APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED NOW FOR 75-76 ACADEMrC YEAR
FOR INFORMATION MAIL TO: LOYOLA UNIVERSITYOF CHICAGO
ROME CENTER OFFICE. 6525 N. SHERIDAN RD., CHICAGO, ILL. 60626
Name

Listen to the
Kansas State
Game on WCOP

Radio, 1150

AM With Len
DeLuca. Tap-off
time, 7:05 pm.

I

"Stale

I lost a 1971 Boston
Latin School Ring in the
Recplex locker room on
March 4th. If you have
ring
found
this
(purplestone - and it
ain't worth much)
please bring it to The
Heights Office (McElroy
113) and ask for Mike.
You'll be rewarded with
beer and/or pepsi.

summer employment.

Employment can be arranged according to your school schedule.
The Basic Requirements are:
Age: 20 is minimum age.
Height: 52" to 62", weight in proportion to height.

Citizenship: US or Permanent Resident Visa.
Vision: Uncorrectable 20-200, correctable 20-30.
Relocation: Be willing to move to any of our base
stations which are New York, Chicago, Kansas City,
Los Angeles, San Franciso.
(TWA will arrange your transportation to and from

your base Stations)
Howard Johnson's 57 Motor
A representative will be at: Hotel 200 stuart st Boston,
March 17 & 18
to conduct hourly briefings to review tne job responsibilities with you and answer any questions you may
have regarding the job.
Briefings will begin at 11am til 7pm every hour on the
_hour.

-

School

Address
City

Trans World Airlines is seeking
Stewards and Stewardesses for

Zip

[ Jfc
f.osJi
t3|

Pandora's Box.

Don Emiliotequila
and pineapple juice.

Serendipitous!

-
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And Then Came Russell...

by Leo Banks
Like a ghost rising from the ashes,
of distant remembrance to chill the
souls of the guilty, William Fenton
Russell is back.
One of the most often quoted axioms of criminal behavior is that the
perpetrator always returns to the
scene of the crime. Drawn by a
strangely psychic magnet, the villain
of the piece inevitably reenters the
forum of his evil deed to recapture
the sting of adventure and resurrect
that satisfying feeling of defiance.
One might have difficulty lending
reason to its frequent appearances
in the books, stories, movies and
tales that have been left us through
history but its legendary consistency
can never be denied. One must
simply except it as another inexplicable constant of human nature.
What is interesting here is the
strange reversal this truism has
taken in the most recent diatribe by
the former Celtic from San Franvco. In this case, the victim has
returned to the criminals.
The real origins of the case of
Russell versus Boston are as old as
history but we needn't go back that
far. For our purposes, it all began
when the marriage of conveniance
between the player and the town,
each needing the other, dissolved in
1969. It was in that year that Bill
Russell retired after winning 11
World Basketball Championships
and accolades as the most dominant
player in the games' annals. Thus
ended the rule of the Boston Celtics
but the marriage, like the dynasty,
would soon crumble as well.
Throughout Russell's tenure in
the Celtic's pivot, there were
numerous fiareups which each time
drew the warring parties farther
apart. The controversies over
autographs, the press and various
peccadillos of his personality were
all vexatious and annoying to virtually everyone in Boston's svorting
scope from the dilettanteto the conneseour. Many came forth with explanations attempting to encircle
Russell's personality with some
kind of logic so we all might understand why this talented star was so
incorrigable to the very people
providing his livlihood. The explanations ran the racial gamut
from one end of the continuum to
the next but through all the mystery
and intrigue and anger, Bill Russell
remained silent. He left the psychoanalysis to the amateurs while
turning the ceiling of the Boston
into a sea of green and white
banners that said champion.
But the cold tenuous line that
kept Boston and Bill Russell
together was severed when he refused to accept the inocuous and condescending geture of reconciliation
offered by the city in the form of a
parade and celebration for the team
after the Last Harah of 1969.
Boston had ignored its Celtics for a
long, long time and now it was
Russell's turn.

demeanor which most never really
understood. But the most popular
was echoed by one writer in particular who felt the need to assure
his readers he was clean by listing
all the nice things he had done for
Russell when the kid first touched
down in Boston.
But it was just this attitude, so
much typical of the response as a
whole, that ensured the failure of
the relationship. Bill Russell didn't
wish to be pampered and coddled
simply because he could produce a
rare, moneymakingcommodity. He
wanted to be accepted for exactly
what he was, both on and off the
court without sycophantic catering
from benevolent dictators.
For Boston to givein and agree to
accept Russell as a man, unique, individual and without reference to
the traditional mold provided for
black athletes, the whole structure
of social relations in the city would
be put in danger of collapse.
Previously, maverick black athletes
either stifled their dislike of the
system out of the principle of the
hand that feeds or found themselves
with a one-way ticket on a tramp
steamer for distant shores. Russell
was a first in that he could afford to
eschew the vacuity of the first
course without suffering the consequences of the second because of his
immense and unparalleled talent.
This combination of Russell's personality and ability presented a double threat and pushed the system to
the breaking point.

The plot thickened and a few
There is no telling how many fell
years later when Russell's charges
victim to this mess either prior to
of racism in Boston trickeled from 1957
but their memory must have
the press releases and came down on weighed heavily on Russell's
conthe ciry like a sledge hammer. The science,
if not Boston's. He was
gauntlet was now beyond all reach
determined to be himself even if it
and there was not turning back.
meant going against the grain and
The very next day Boston being something never before seen
sportswriters lined up en masse in black skin in these parts. He was
behind their typewriters and opened neither obsequeous and reassuring
fire with a volley of arguements in i nor the muscle minded ancestor of
defense of their domain. Many King Kong who could leap tall
charged that Russell's indictment buildings at a single bound but not
was unfair and predicated on brutal- tic his shoes. He was intelligent and
ly embittered notions he had always witty and often used this power for
harbored for the press. They cited sarcastic swipes at things not to his
the inherent conflict between a very liking. Bill Russell had a mind and
private man and the public nature of he had eyes. He knew what was gohis work as an element contributing ing on around him and this unto the problem. Some tried to at- i questionablyeffected his behaviour.
'ribute the poor relations to his Perhaps he was not obliging to
;eemingly arrogant and distant i autograph seekers because he knew

that for every 69" black superstar
who played for the Celtics there
were thousands more of his blood
hardly so fortunate.
The second and key elelment in
the dilemma, the one which forced
the compromise, was that Russell
had unparalleled talent and could
produce. This fact more than any
other made him indispensible
despite his "unhealthy attitude."
The deal was a simple one. As long
as you produce on the court we'll
tolerate your recalcitrant mien
elsewhere. But when your productivity slips, pack your bags and cash
in your chips because you're gone.
Only in writing on a legal contract
could the terms have been clearer.
Certainly the stay of one of lesser
abilities but similar personality
would have been measurably
shorter.
A valid parallel may well be
drawn here with the case of Carl
Reginald Smith of the Red Sox. His
productivity as a hitter may well
have been the determining factor
which kept him in a Boston uniform
until 1973 despite an embarassing
predilection to call the bluff of those
with whom he quarreled and lay his
cards on the table. It was only when
his vitriolic cries of Fenway racism
combined with a gradual 3 year
reduction in his RBI total (95, 74,
69) and injuries considered approach to the problem of the Bill
questionable by everyone but Reggie, Russells and Reggie Smiths of this
that the jury returned with a verdict town we call Boston has been feet
of guilty. Smith now plays baseball first from the start. Instead of examining the minds of the men infor the St. Louis Cardinals.
volved for answers they essentially
can't provide, we should instead
look at the environment each has
had to deal with. It is a basic
behaviourist approach. Every action
is predicated on some stimulus from
the environment. Find out what fac-

tors constitute the enviroment and

the response becomes clearer.
So now, we find in Russell's
refusal to be inducted into the NBA
Hall of Fame, as in the wake of all
the problems that have gone before,
demands for an explanation. But,
perhaps we are once more perverting the central issue at hand and
seeking answers where there are
only questions. Perhaps we should
look to Boston to the answer.
Perhaps.

Editor
Charley Manning
Regardless of how I might feel
about Smith's level of desire and intensity as a ball player, his treatment by the rabble of Boston's
bleachers is nothing to be proud of.
The racial slurs came hard and fast
on an everyday basis until the fetid
ones got their wish and drove
Reggie to the clubhouse. It was this
more than anything else that sapped
Smith of the desire to excell in
Boston and forced him to the Birds
along with a .309 average and 100
RBl's. The same stench hovered
over the balcony of the Boston
Garden when Russell came back for
the first time as coach of the Supersonics although with hardly the
same alacrity. The inference is obvious.
If the preceeding has helped to
make on thing clear, it is that our
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